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JO H N  B. W A T S O N

A  Chapter from  Dr. Watson’s Forthcoming Book on 
<cBehaviorism”

Introduction. I f a hundred individuals were asked to give a 
definition o f personality, each o f the hundred individuals regardless 
o f his walk in life would return an answer and his answer would 
differ in many particulars from every other answer. It is a word 
used by almost everybody from professors o f psychology down to 
newsboys on the street. The behaviorist usually likes to discard 
psychological words that have no precise meaning and that are so 
laden down by bad history, but through some perversity o f his nature 
he is trying to keep the term personality because it does fit so beauti
fully into his general psychological system.

W hat Does the Behaviorist M ean by Personality? All 
through our study of behavior so far we have had to dissect the 
individual. W e have had to talk about what the individual did 
in this, in that or in the other situation. M y excuse is that it was 
necessary to look at the wheels before we could understand what 
the whole machine is good for. In this paper let us try to think 
o f man as an assembled organic machine ready to run. I mean 
nothing very difficult by this. Take four wheels with tires, axles, 
differentials, gas engine, body, put them together and we have an 
automobile o f a sort. The automobile is good for  certain kinds o f  
duties. Depending upon its makeup we use it for one kind of 
job or another. If it is a Ford, it is good for going to market, for 
running errands, and for driving over the roughest roads and in 
the most difficult kinds o f weather. If it is a Rolls Royce, it is 
good for pleasure riding, calling on people who are just a little 
above us in the social scheme, impressing people poorer than our
selves that we are people o f wealth, and the like. In a similar way 
this man, this organic animal, this John Doe, who as far as parts 
are concerned is made up of head, arms, hands, trunk, legs, feet, 
toes and nervous, muscular and glandular systems, who has no 
education and who is too old to get it, is good for certain jobs. 
He is as strong as a mule, can work at manual labor all day long. He
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is too stupid to lie, too bovine to laugh or play. He will work all 
right as a “ white wing,”  as a digger of ditches, or as a chopper o f 
wood. Individual William Wilkins, having the same bodily parts 
but who is good-looking, educated, sophisticated, accustomed to good 
society, travelled, is good for work in many situations— as a diplo
mat, a politician, or a real estate salesman. He, however, was a liar 
from infancy and could never be trusted in a responsible place. He 
is too selfish to be placed over other people. He would leave his 
work in the middle o f any afternoon for golf or a bridge game.

Whence come these differences in the machine? In the case o f 
man, all healthy individuals start out equal. Quite similar words 
appear in our far-famed Declaration of Independence. The signers 
o f that document were nearer right than one might expect con
sidering their dense ignorance o f psychology. They would have 
been strictly accurate had the clause “ at birth”  been inserted after 
the word equal. It is what happens to individuals after birth that 
makes one a hewer o f wood and a drawer o f  water, another a diplo
mat, a thief, a successful business man or a far-famed scientist. 
What our advocates o f freedom in 1776 took no account o f is the 
fact that the Deity himself could not equalize 40-year-old individuals 
who have had as different environmental training as have the Amer
ican people.

In studying the personality o f an individual— what he is good 
for, what he isn’t good for and what isn’t good for him— we must 
observe him as he carries out his daily complex activities; not just 
at this moment or that, but week in and week out, year in and 
year out, under stress, under temptation, under affluence, and under 
poverty. In other words, in order to write up the personality, the 
“ shop ticket,”  for an individual, we must call him in and put him 
through all the possible tests in the shop before we are in a posi
tion to know what kind o f person— what kind o f organic machine—  
he is.

What do we mean by putting the individual through his various 
paces in the world we live in? Well, I have in mind the answers 
to such questions as these: What kind o f work habits has John Doe? 
What kind o f husband does he make, what kind o f father; how 
does he behave toward his subordinates, his superiors; how does 
he behave toward his partners or equals in whatever group he 
works ? Is he really a man o f  principle or is he a psalm-singing, 
sanctimonious individual on Sunday and a grasping, close-fisted,
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unscrupulous business man on Monday? Is he pleasantly well 
bred, or is he over-courteous, with accent and mannerisms dependent 
on the college in which he grew up, or the last country he visited? 
Does he make a faithful friend to friends in need? W ill he work 
hard? Is he cheerful? Does he keep his troubles to himself?

The behaviorist naturally is not interested in his morals, in fact 
he doesn’t care what kind o f man he is. He must study any in
dividual, though, whenever society calls for analysis. As a scien
tific man the behaviorist would like to be able to give an answer not 
only to such questions as we have raised, but to all other questions 
which could be asked about John Doe. It is a part o f the behavior- 
ist’s scientific job to be able to state what the human machine is 
good for and to render serviceable predictions about its future ca
pacities whenever society needs such information.

A nalysis of Personality. In order that there may be no 
vagueness about the behaviorist’s use of “ personality,”  let me tell 
you more concretely what I mean by the term. At birth and at 
different intervals thereafter, unlearned beginnings of behavior are 
always present. I have pointed out also that most o f these unlearned 
activities begin to become conditioned a few hours after birth. 
From that time on, each such unit o f unlearned behavior develops 
into an ever-expanding system.

Just assume, for purposes of argument, that the habit curve for 
everything that you can possibly do had been plotted out by a behav
iorist who had studied you under experimental conditions throughout 
the whole o f your life up to the age of 30. N ow  it is obvious that if  at 
the age o f  30 he took a cross-section o f your activity, he would be able 
to catalogue everything that you can do. He would find, would he 
not, that many o f these separate activities are related— and please 
do not accuse me o f  bringing in the philosophers or Mr. Einstein 
when I speak of things being related— I mean merely that many 
activities grow up around the same object such as the family, church, 
tennis, shoemaking, and so on. Let us stop and look at any habit 
system at random, such as shoemaking for example.

Shoemaking, in the old days, meant, first the rearing o f cattle, 
then slaughtering them, then taking the hides to the tan yard. In 
the tan yard, oak bark was ground up in a horse-driven mill. Vats 
were dug in the ground, the vats were filled with water and the 
tan bark was thrown into the vats. Then the hides were dropped 
into the vats and the tannic acid coming from the oak bark caused
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the fur to drop off. This is called tanning the leather. A fter the 
hides were taken from the vats, they were washed and put through 
a process o f drying and treating. Lasts had to be made for the 
customers’ shoes, leather had to be cut up and shaped over the lasts. 
Soles had to be sewed on. It is needless to enumerate every opera
tion that had to be gone through before a finished pair o f shoes 
could result. . On my grandfather’s place there was a man who 
knew every detail o f every one o f these operations and actually 
performed them. I would call all the acts connected with shoe
making (o f  course the group of acts differs considerably from one 
decade to another because o f the specialization going on in labor) 
the shoemaking habit system. You can easily understand that if we 
broke that system up into the separate activities we should need some
thing like a thousand divisions on a chart just to describe shoe
making organization. And to make our chart complete and service
able in helping us to predict something about the future behavior 
o f an individual’s shoemaking activities, we should have to show 
the age at which each o f these habits began to form and their his
tory from that time up to the present time. This whole study 
would give us the life history o f that individual’s shoemaking habits.

Now let us turn to another complex system o f habits. In talking 
about the personality o f an individual we often hear the phrase, 
“ H e is a deeply religious man.”  What does that mean? It means 
that the individual goes to church on Sunday, that he reads the 
Bible daily, that he says grace at the table, that he sees to it that 
his wife and children go with him to church, that he tries to convert 
his neighbor into becoming a religious man and that he engages in 
many hundreds o f other activities all o f which are called parts o f a 
modern Christian’s religion. Let us put all o f these separate activ
ities together and call them the religious habit system  o f the individ
ual. Now each of these separate activities making up this system has 
a dating back in the individual’s past and a history from that point 
to the age o f 30 where we are taking the cross-section. For example, 
he learned the little prayer, “ Now I lay me down to sleep,”  at 2y2. 
This habit was put away at 6 and the Lord’s Prayer took its place. 
Later on, if he entered the Episcopal faith, he read the printed pray
ers. I f  a Baptist, Methodist or Presbyterian, he made up his own 
prayers. A t 18 years o f age, having certain organization in public 
speaking, he began to “ lead”  in prayer meeting. A t 4 years o f age, 
he began to look at pictures in the Bible and to have the Bible
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stories read to him and told to him. He began to go to Sunday 
School at this time and to memorize certain biblical passages. Soon 
he was able to read the Bible through and to memorize whole books 
o f it. Again it is far too complex a task for us to attempt to take 
each o f the strands o f this religious organization and to trace out its 
beginning and its genetic history.

So far we have discussed in detail only two o f these systems, but 
the cross section at 30 years o f age would show many thousands o f 
such systems. You are already familiar with many o f them, such 
as the marital habit system, the parental system, the public-speaking 
system, the thought systems o f the profound thinker, the eating sys
tem, the fear system, the love system, the rage system. All o f these 
are broad general classifications, o f course, and should be split up into 
very much smaller systems, but even these divisions will serve to give 
you a conception o f the kinds o f  facts we are trying to present. Let 
us draw a diagram to help us to hold all o f these facts together.
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Possibly you are already impatient to know what all this has to 
do with personality. I define personality as the sum of activities that 
can be discovered by actual observation of behavior over a long 
enough time to give reliable information. In other words, person-
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ality is but the end product o f  our habit systems. Our procedure in 
studying personality is the making and plotting o f  a cross section 
o f the activity stream. Among these activities, however, there are 
dominant systems in the manual field (occupational), in the laryngeal 
field (great talker, raconteur, silent thinker) and in the visceral field 
(afraid o f people, shy, given to outburst, having to be petted, and in 
general what we call emotional). These dominating systems are 
obvious, easy to observe, and they serve as the basis for most o f the 
rapid judgments we make about the personalities o f individuals. It 
is upon the basis of these few dominant systems that we classify 
personalities.

This reduction o f  personality to things which can be seen and ob
served objectively possibly will not square very well with the senti
mental attachments you have for the word personality. It would fit 
much more easily into your present organization if I left the mean
ing o f the word personality blank and merely characterized people 
by saying, “ He has a commanding personality,”  “ She has an appeal
ing and charming personality,”  “ He has a most disagreeable personal
ity.”  But just come to earth a minute and think about this a little. 
What do you mean by a commanding personality? Isn’t it that the 
individual speaks in an authoritative kind o f  way, that he has usually 
a rather large physique, and that he is generally a little taller than you 
are?

Another element that does not come out in the activity chart is 
this— personality judgments usually are not based purely on the life 
chart o f  the individual whose personality is being studied. If the 
person studying the personality o f another were free from slants and 
free from the effects o f his own past habit systems, he would be able 
to make an objective study. But none o f us has this kind o f free
dom. W e are all dominated by our past and our judgments o f other 
people are always clouded by difficulties in our own personalities. For 
example, I spoke above o f a ‘dominating’ personality and you nodded 
your head in agreement. Under the present system o f rearing chil
dren the father is usually reacted to as though he were a large, pow
erful man, a kind of superhuman brute who must be obeyed instantly 
or punishment will be either threatened or applied. Hence you are 
easily liable, when an individual possessing these characteristics comes 
into the room, to fall under his ‘spell.’ This means nothing more 
to the behaviorist than an expression o f the fact that people who act 
like your father still have the power to make you behave like a child.
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their judgments on the personalities o f their associates without ever 
having made a real study of the individual. In our rapidly shifting 
life we often have to make these rapid judgments. But we get into 
a habit o f  making superficial estimates and we often do people a 
serious injury as a result. Sometimes we pride ourselves on being 
able to make rapid diagnoses of personalities. W e pride ourselves 
on the fact that we know at first sight whether we are going to like 
a person or not and that we never change our judgments. This 
means all too often that the person under this superficial kind o f 
observation does one or two things which do not square with our 
own particular slants and bents, hence our judgments are not real 
conclusions about personality at all but are really an expose o f our 
own particular pet aversions which must never be run afoul o f. 
The real observer o f personality tries to keep himself out o f the pic
ture and to observe the other individual in an objective way.

Assuming that we are all careful observers o f personality, that 
we are pretty free from sensitive spots ourselves and are really seek
ing to get a true estimate o f the personality o f any given individual, 
what shall we do to gain this information? Here are a few ways o f 
going about our quest: (1 )  By studying the educational chart o f the 
individual; (2 )  by studying the individual’s achievement chart; 
(3 )  by using psychological tests; (4 )  by studying the spare time and 
recreation record o f the individual; (5 ) by studying the emotional 
makeup o f the individual tinder the practical situations o f daily living. 
There is no rapid way o f studying the behavior or psychological 
makeup o f  individuals. There are various psychological fakers in the 
field who believe there are such shortcuts but I shall attempt to prove 
to you farther on that their methods are unproductive o f  any satis
factory results.

Let us take up these various ways o f studying personality. In 
no sense do I claim that the behaviorist has any definite scientific sys
tem for studying personality. He goes about the study in a practi
cal, commonsense, observational way.

(1) Studying the Educational Chart of the Individual. 
Considerable information can be gathered about the personality o f 
an individual by charting his educational career. Did he finish his 
grade school, or did he drop out at 12 years o f age? W hy did he 
drop out?— Economic pressure? W as it to seek adventure? Did 
he finish high school? Did he continue to the bitter end o f  college 
and graduate? It speaks well for his work habits, if not for his
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intelligence, if he did stick it out. Going through college today is 
like going through with a foot race— you must finish if you start. 
I somehow need to be convinced that a man’s work habits are an 
asset to him if when he comes up for a position I find that his chart 
shows that he started college and then dropped out. I look upon col
lege as a place to grow up in— a place for breaking nest habits; as a 
place for learning how to make oneself friendly; for acquiring a 
certain savior faire; as a place for learning how to keep one’s clothes 
pressed and one’s person looking neat; as a place in which to learn 
how1, to be polite in a lady’s or a gentleman’s presence— in a word a 
place in which to find how to use leisure and to find culture. Finally it 
should be a place where the student can learn respect for thinking 
and possibly even learn how to think. I f it fails in these respects, 
college is a failure indeed. The manual and verbal habits put on 
there are rarely carried through life. I spent four years in under
graduate work. During all those years I ‘took’ Greek and Latin. 
Today I couldn’t write the Greek alphabet or read Xenophon’s 
Anabasis to save my life. I couldn’t read a page o f Virgil or even 
Caesar’s Commentaries if food, sex and shelter depended upon it. 
I studied history faithfully and I couldn’t name ten presidents or give 
ten important dates in history. I couldn’t summarize the Declaration 
o f Independence or tell what the Mexican W ar was about.

And yet with all the fault we have to find with colleges, college- 
bred men in business (just as they were in war) are uniformly more 
successful, receive fewer hard knocks, than the non-college men, and 
are generally more likeable persons. There are many exceptions to 
this rule, however, and the lack o f a college education does not al
ways mean that the individual is a boor, or that he is lacking in the 
equipment for a successful life.

(2) Studying the A chievement Chart of the Individual. 
In my opinion, one of the most important elements in the judging o f 
personality, character and ability, is the history of the individual’s 
yearly achievements. W e can measure this objectively by charting 
the length o f time the individual stayed in his various positions and 
the yearly increases he received in his earnings. The boy or man 
who has changed his job twenty times at 30 without definite im
provement at each change, will probably change it twenty times more 
before he is 45. If I owned a business I should not want to employ 
a man for a responsible position at the age of 30 who had not earned 
or was not earning at least $5,000 per year. I should confidently ex
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pect such a man to be earning still less at the age of 40. No hard 
and fast rule can be drawn— there are exceptions. But certainly 
yearly increase in responsibilities and yearly increase in salary are 
important factors in the progress o f an individual.

In a similar way, if the individual is a writer, we should want 
to draw a curve o f the price he gets for his stories year by year. 
If in our leading magazines he receives the same average price per 
word for his stories at 30 that he received when he was 24, the 
chances are he is a hack writer and will never be anything but that. 
In the literary and artistic fields, as well as that o f business, we must 
judge men and women from the point o f view o f achievement, meas
ured by whatever standards you will, if you wish to be able to predict 
just how good an organic machine each is and just how well that 
machine will run in the future.

(3) Psychological T ests A s a M ethod of Studying Per
sonality. Psychology, since the work of Munsterberg began in this 
country, has reaped and is reaping just such a harvest as one 
might expect. It has made too many extravagant claims— that it 
can save industry seventy millions a year and that it should be the 
bright and guiding star in the selection o f employees and in the 
placement and promotion o f employees after entering office or fac
tory. These claims have been made by some o f our leading psycholo
gists. Business organizations o f today have become leary o f  these 
claims, partly because the psychologists have been too ambitious and 
have tried to walk before they learned to crawl, and partly because 
business houses have not been willing to wait until the psychologist 
could develop his methods for the particular business he was study
ing. Business firms have been at fault, too, not only because o f un
willingness to wait for results which are necessarily slow in coming, 
but because they have not been willing to expend money on psycho
logical work. They are willing to wait indefinitely for the results o f 
the work of the chemists and o f the physicists, but they expect the 
psychologist to come in and, by some legerdemain and by some off
hand pronunciamento, to settle the problems of industry which busi
ness men have been unable to settle by other means during the whole 
course o f  the existence o f industry. I have in mind here, naturally, 
selection o f personnel, placement and advancement o f personnel after 
it has been chosen, efficiency o f the worker, and finally happiness and 
contentment o f the worker— using these last two terms as they are



popularly used. Certainly, in all these, personality in our sense is the 
chief factor.

Psychology has made some progress in taking cross-sections of 
vocational organization. W e can test, quickly, a man’s arithmetical 
ability, his general range o f information, whether or not he knows 
Latin or Greek, whether or not a woman can take 60 words o f short
hand a minute, whether or not she can typewrite a hundred words a 
minute for 40 minutes with relatively few errors and write with even 
impression, whether or not an individual can drive an automobile 
over a tortuous course without striking stakes or other automobiles, 
and the like. Many other different vocational tests are in the process 
o f being perfected. I expect to see many advances made in tests o f 
this kind.

But it must be remembered always that vocational tests show only 
sheer ability to accomplish such and such things in a given time and 
with a given number o f errors. But sheer ability to do certain things 
tells us little about the systematic work habits o f the individual. 
Suppose he is efficient when actually hungry or in need o f shelter—  
is he efficient after feeding and housing? Has he so many outside 
things to do that watching the clock becomes one o f his liabilities? 
This is true o f many individuals. For them, nine o ’clock comes too 
early and five o’clock too late. Once I had to write a little brief on 
the chief factors in looking at men for jobs. I wrote that if I had 
to select an individual on the basis o f any one characteristic, I should 
choose work habits— actual love o f work, willingness to take an over
load o f work, to work longer than actual specified hours and to clean 
the chips up after the work is done. These things, I find, have to be 
drilled into the individual pretty early or he will never get them. No 
psychological test so far devised will bring out the strength or weak
ness o f the individual in these particulars.

(4) Studying the Spare T ime and Recreation Record of 
Individuals. Every individual must have some form of recreation. 
W ith some, recreation is found in reading, with others in games, with 
others in sports. Still others find it in sex, in alcohol, in fast driving; 
others in being with their families; and then there is the rare group 
that gets into the newspapers quite often, which finds recreation in 
work— but, like the report of Mark Twain’s death, these statements 
are often greatly exaggerated.

I believe that sports and recreation are quite revealing. W e 
can look upon certain sports as distinct assets, others as liabilities.
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The speed mania leads to accidents; the sex mania into many and dif
ficult complications; alcohol mania into organic disturbance, unfitness 
for work and finally into actual disease.

Outdoor activity leads to physical fitness, to keenness in competi
tion, to steadiness in coordination. I always feel better, in going 
over the record o f a man, if I find that he has one form of outdoor 
recreation in which he excels, be it golf, tennis, canoeing, fishing, 
hunting, boxing or track.

I search almost as eagerly for proficiency in indoor activities, 
such as cards, chess, dancing, singing and the playing of musical in
struments. I believe that it is difficult for a man or a woman to 
acquire proficiency in a recreational activity and not at the same time 
to have ability along bread-earning, vocational lines. Then, again, it 
is difficult for a man to achieve proficiency in sports who is not 
friendly and who cannot get along well with people. So let us admit, 
tentatively at any rate, that sports and recreations are probably indic
ative o f personality, and that the individual’s record along sport and 
recreational lines is worth studying.

(5) Studying the E motional M akeup of the Individual 
U nder Practical Conditions. The study of all the factors so far 
considered, such as the educational achievements o f the individual, 
his work achievements and what he does in his spare time, does not 
give the whole personality story. An individual might be successful 
in all his work habits, both manual and verbal, and still he might 
be a terrible bore, unwelcome at dinner, unwelcome at golf or in 
traveling; he might be mean, niggardly, unfriendly, overbearing in 
his way of treating other people— in general, a terrible person to live 
with or near. I mean by this that certain people are inadequately 
developed along emotional lines. They are emotional failures. Ob
servation helps us to gauge this. I f  we do not quite have the courage 
to invite this person to our home or to visit him in his, and thus get 
into a position to observe him for ourselves, we can find out how 
many friends he has and how long those friendships have endured. 
One can almost put it down as proof that if he has no large circle 
o f friends and no friends o f long standing, he will be a difficult per
son to be near always— no matter how well he may do his work. 
This is never a safe guide, however. H ow often have we heard the 
expression “ He is God’s worst fool but even God likes him?”  The 
record o f work habits and achievement always must be read along 
with the emotional chart.
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In judging personalities, we find it much more difficult to get any 
cross section of the individual’s habits about lying and about honesty 
and other so-called moral virtues. There is no way of finding these 
things out except by looking into the history o f the individual and by 
checking rather closely upon his life. This, however, can be done only 
by carrying out an extensive observation among friends and by ob
serving his behavior for a considerable length o f time. If people 
would write honest letters about other people, our judgments of the 
emotional make-up o f an individual could be much more safely 
formed. But most of us are too cowardly to write honest letters, hence 
letters o f recommendation are rarely worth the paper they are written 
upon. I doubt that we shall ever be able to reach valuable judgments 
on the emotional phases of personality— such as the individual’s abil
ity to get along with others, whether he works well under a heavy 
load or under a slight load, whether he works better alone or in a 
crowd, whether he is slovenly in his work habits, whether he keeps up 
with his work or merely conceals the things he hasn’t done, whether 
he works better under encouragement or under the lash— unless we 
provide a preliminary school where he actually can be kept under 
close observation for a definite period o f time. Granting that the 
individual has considerable so-called intellectual ability (and by that 
we mean nothing more than considerable manual and verbal organiza
tion), he often falls down in his various jobs in life largely through 
lack o f  visceral organisation— that is, lack o f well-balanced emotional 
training. You probably could understand this better if I used your 
terms— such as, the individual is “ sensitive,”  “ touchy,”  “ crusty,”  
“ vindictive,”  “ overbearing,”  “ seclusive,”  “ exclusive,”  “ cocky,”  “ takes 
criticism unkindly,”  and the like. To bring out these emotional fac
tors, the individual must be placed under certain situations, as we 
saw in our study of the infants. You see, these are really unorgan
ized, infantile types o f reaction— carry-overs from infancy. Such 
situations, in the ordinary course o f a week’s or a month’s work, may 
present themselves infrequently, hence the individual must be watched 
for a considerable time. I think that business houses are more or 
less convinced o f this and that they are prepared to give longer pre
liminary training than formerly and to accept the relatively large 
labor turn-over that such a system involves.

A re T here A ny  Shortcuts in  the Study of Personality? 
Can  W e Learn A nything A bout Personality by “ Interview
ing” the Subject? W e can learn something about an individual
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in a personal interview. Personal interviews, however, should be 
rather extended, and more than one interview should be given. Dur
ing an interview many little things are apparent which a close ob
server may note and profit by. The voice o f  the person under obser
vation, his gestures, his gait, his personal appearance— all o f these I 
think are significant. Y ou can tell in a moment whether the indi
vidual is or is not a cultivated individual, whether or not he has good 
manners. One individual will come in for an interview and will 
keep his hat on his head and his cigar in his mouth; another will be 
so scared that he cannot even talk; still another will be so boastful 
that you want to escape his presence immediately.

Then there are many little things about a person’s clothes that 
will show whether or not he has neat and cleanly personal habits. 
I f  he wears a soiled collar, if his hands are soiled above the wrist, 
we have pretty good evidence that he is an unpleasant and uncleanly 
person to deal with. But personal interviews tell us nothing about 
work habits and nothing about the honesty o f the individual, nothing 
about the steadfastness o f his principles and nothing about his ability. 
Here again, as I brought out before, we have to fall back upon a 
study o f the life history o f the individual.

W hy is it, then, that office managers and the public generally be
lieve that they can read personalities? Probably the main reason is 
that it flatters them to think that they can. It gives them a certain 
standing in the circle in which they move. The reason they get away 
with it is that they cannot be checked up. I f  you wish to pick out 
an individual from a group applying for, say, a job as office boy, or 
for any other kind o f job which does not require ability o f a special
ized kind, such as that o f  typewriting or stenography (where check
ing is possible), the chances are fifty-fifty or better that you will 
pick him out right if you pick him blindfolded. Our standards o f  
efficiency are not very high and hence every office is crowded with 
individuals able just to hold their jobs but who could not hold them 
if work were better standardized. If, however, the office manager 
is really keen, as many are, and engages the applicants in conversa
tion, puts them up against certain verbal questions o f a searching 
kind and carefully notes their answers, there are signs which are 
helpful to him. But at best the selection o f personnel today is little 
better than a hit and miss affair. This is the reason the psychological 
faker gets along so easily.

T he Shortcuts the Psychological Faker Takes in  Study-
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ing Personality. Extravagant as are the claims made by the legiti
mate psychologist for the application o f  psychology to the study o f  
personality, there is a large group o f parasites in psychology which 
I have been in the habit o f calling the “ faker”  element. Today 
among the fakers must be included those distinguished gentlemen 
from across the water who claim to maintain communication with 
our departed spirits, who claim to be able to demonstrate the existence 
o f personal ectoplasm, and to have demonstrated that there are indi
viduals who by some mysterious force can disturb the physical bal
ance o f ordinary objects around us. Mr. Houdini, I think, is proba
bly our best antidote to the claims of such individuals. But it is the 
general standing o f men like Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, who are well-meaning but ignorant o f psychological matters, 
that lends popular support to this ever-increasing group o f plain 
parasites in the field o f psychology. I think that with men like 
Lodge and Conan Doyle, “ faker”  is not the right term to use. Let us 
call them misguided enthusiasts. Both of them are growing old and 
have not yet lost the childish fear o f having to leave this world. Prob
ably the greatest harm they do is to cause the occasional suicide o f a 
poor neurotic individual who gets wrought up about the happy state 
he would be in if only his ectoplasm could free itself from the body 
and leave this rigid, severe and unkind world.

The faker who distresses the behaviorist most and who is doing 
most damage in the universe at the present time is the one who o f 
fers his services to industry. This group is taking hundreds o f thou
sands o f  dollars for its so-called services in selecting men for office 
and factory and for giving character and personality readings on in
dividuals already employed. I attended a lecture given by one not 
long ago. H e described the several hundred points on the face by 
means o f which he could read the character o f  each individual and 
tell for what he is fitted. He claimed in this lecture practically never 
to have made a failure in over a quarter o f a million o f such read
ings. A t the end o f his lecture I asked him the modest question, 
whether he would agree to pick out three feeble-minded male individ
uals and three normal male individuals o f 16 years o f age if I would 
bring the six to his office. I did not ask him, mind you, to tell me what 
they were fitted for, nor to give me the finer points o f  their charac
ters and personalities. I just asked him to determine the brute facts 
as to whether each individual was “ all there”  or was feeble-minded. 
Surely the ability to do this is the first step in reading character and
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in selecting personality. The question ought not to have insulted the 
“ scientist,”  but he became very angry, grew quite red in the face, be
gan to tremble and to jerk, and intimated that I was there for the 
purpose o f heckling him.

I had a similar experience with another gentleman. I once quite 
frankly attempted to expose certain gentlemen for claiming to be able 
to read character from photographs. In that article I intimated that 
a man who would claim to be able to read character from photographs 
was— well, to say the least that could be said about him— mistaken. 
One o f the gentlemen was quite hurt and went into a long disserta
tion to explain that not everyone could do it, but that in his organiza
tion there were several men who were past masters in the art, and he 
sincerely offered to put up a thousand dollars for the expense o f  an 
investigation. The conditions we set for making the observation 
Were quite simple and straightforward.

(1 )  That we should be allowed to go to a Home for the Friend
less and pick out a group of men who had been bums and 
ne’er-do-wells from  infancy and whose records were known;

(2 ) That we should go to the prisons and pick out a group o f 
men who had been criminals from youth up to adulthood;

(3 )  That we should select a group of very eminent, scholarly 
men whose work had never brought them into such notoriety 
that their photographs were continually adorning our morn
ing newspapers.

Futhermore, we were to shave, bathe and clothe properly in 
evening clothes all three groups, including the college professors, and 
to photograph them under standard conditions. Certainly these con
ditions were fair. They were objected to, however, by the so-called 
photograph character analysts who were supposed to be adept in the 
reading o f  photographs, and so the experiment was off.

The third type o f faker is the one who uses general physical 
characteristics as his guide. Notwithstanding the fact that we have 
worked for years to correlate color o f the skin, shape o f the fingers, 
color o f the eyes and hair, texture o f the hair, and the like, with 
certain general types o f behavior and with the general attainments o f 
individuals, we have never been able to get any positive evidence 
that such correlations exist. Indeed our correlations have all been 
negative. Yet these individuals, with no training in scientific psychol
ogy and without the aid o f a psychological laboratory, claim to be able
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to pick out executives, to pick out salesmen, with practically unerring 
accuracy. One of the interesting things about this gold brick move
ment is the fact that some o f our most reputable magazines have 
carried their advertisements for  years. Those same magazines, if 
they were allowing advertisements o f certain grocery and drug pro
ducts to adorn their pages, would scrutinize each statement with 
the utmost carefulness— indeed they would subject all doubtful claims 
to serious tests in their own kitchens and in their own laboratories.

Psychologists have convinced themselves that there is not a single 
correlation that can be made at present between any single physical 
characteristic or group o f physical characteristics and any single type 
o f  ability or types o f ability. The most that we should be willing 
to say, by looking at a photograph or by a mere static view o f an in
dividual in repose, is that he looks physically fit, that he has two arms 
and two legs, that he is probably not a Cretin and is possibly not an 
idiot. I certainly would not attempt to go so far as to say whether 
or not he is feeble-minded. Even an hour’s conversation sometimes 
leads us astray on the simplest things. A s an illustration, I shall 
give this personal experience: There was one individual with whom 
I talked, not so long ago, for twenty minutes over the telephone, and 
whom I later interviewed for half an hour. He was a well-educated 
man with no mean ability. He seemed under quite a little pressure, 
but a great many o f us are under pressure, especially on first inter
views. Tw o minutes before he left he pulled out ten checks for a 
thousand dollars each and began to tell me that he was making a 
thousand dollars a day repairing Singer Sewing Machines. Thus, 
even at the end o f  50 minutes, I had to revise my judgment and con
clude that the man was insane, a conclusion which I later confirmed 
by looking up his record.

Where I think the psychological fakers are doing harm, exclusive 
o f the great economic waste in using them, is in the prevention o f the 
establishment and spread o f  scientific methods. The business man is 
made to feel that the selection, placing and promotion o f personnel 
ought to be done by some kind o f prestidigitation or even by the use 
o f  miraculous methods. Finally, they disturb the worker himself. 
I cannot tell you how many times I have had individuals come to me 
seriously disturbed about their vocations. They were doing well 
in their work, but some characterologist had informed them that their 
future lay in grand opera, in diplomatic work or in some field other 
than the one in which they were working, and they felt that they
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ought to give up their present jobs in order to go after this unknown, 
untried and, therefore, roseate future.

I wish I had time to develop for you tonight the operating meth
ods o f  various other fakers. Just let me enumerate a few o f the d if
ferent types o f  fakers. The phrenologist is another rapid personality 
reader. The bumps on your head, so he says, reveal everything to 
h im ; a bump means a development o f a certain part o f the brain in 
which a certain capacity or vocation resides. By charting the bumps, 
therefore, he charts the individual’s abilities. Unfortunately, the 
bumps on the skull have nothing to do with the shape or the size o f 
the brain. Indeed, a bump on the skull may mean a slight constric
tion o f the cranial or brain cavity, because a bump sometimes works 
both ways— pushes both out and in. The brain as a rule, however, is 
smooth and is almost floating in a liquid. Besides, we have given up 
brain “ faculties.”  As I pointed out in an earlier lecture, we have 
given up even brain localization. Phrenology passed out o f  the in
terest o f scientific men many, many decades ago. Neurology is the 
science which has taken its place, and neurology does not concern 
itself with psychological categories.

Then we have the graphologists, those who would tell us by our 
hand-writing what our potentialities and characters are. The way 
we dot our i’s, cross our t’s, whether we leave our o ’s open or not, 
the way we slant our letters, all are definite revealments o f person
ality. Let us not be too hard upon them. It is an amusing avoca
tion, this reading of character by signs. Certainly we can get some
thing from the handwriting o f an individual— whether he is so ex
tremely careless (or so emotionally disturbed) that he doesn’t fin
ish words, whether or not he runs words together, whether or not 
he misspells, whether or not he fails to keep his lines straight, 
whether or not he writes hurriedly, and so on. In handwriting, o f 
course, we have a definite product left behind by activity, and hence 
it may give us some kind of cue as to the person’s character. Sev
eral psychologists have been studying it carefully and are still study
ing it, but so far the correlations they have found to exist between 
certain kinds o f writing and certain kinds o f ability have been very 
sketchy and very insecurely grounded. One would expect a grapholo
gist at least to tell the handwriting of a man from that o f a woman, 
but even this is a far more difficult task than it is ordinarily consid
ered. In going over a large number o f names not long ago, where 
only initials were given, I thought that a great many o f the names
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were written by men, so we wrote letters to find out. About 80% 
o f  the names that, from the handwriting, I judged to be male names 
turned out to be the names o f wom en!

Summary. This study of the so-called normal personality o f 
other people should convince us that close observation o f behavior 
over a long period o f time is our only way o f reaching conclusions 
about personality. Short observation and personal interviews reveal 
some things, to be sure. Vocational tests and intelligence tests re
veal many others. But only long, sustained observation o f individuals 
at work and at play in the complex situations o f daily life can ever 
yield data on general work habits (neatness, assiduity, the taking o f 
temporary overload and the like), on the so-called moral habits 
(honesty, loyalty, freedom from excesses, etc.) and on the emotional 
habits (temper, sensitiveness, exclusiveness, shyness, exhibition, in
feriority, and the like).

Naturally, anyone not feeble-minded can gather information about 
the personality o f others, but the better trained the psychological 
observer and the freer he is from twists in his own character, the 
more secure are his observations.

Y ou may argue that all my illustrations have been chosen with 
reference to the occupational side o f life. While this is true, the fact 
remains that these commonsense methods work equally well in the 
selection o f our friends, wives and husbands. One o f the terrible 
tragedies o f modern life is the speed with which young men and 
young women meet and mate. Under the dominance o f visceral 
stimuli (sexual) no sane observation is possible. Mating takes place, 
personalities clash, and then the divorce court is left if you have the 
courage to face it. I have no solution to offer, but it does seem little 
short o f tragic that in this greatest event o f our lives there is no real 
way of testing how two personalities can exist side by side under 
the close association o f marriage— except by marrying first and find
ing out afterwards. In my consulting work, I find that the greatest 
trouble comes from colossal failure in sex adjustment. Tw o individ
uals marrying and living under such close and narrow confines as 
marriage brings, cannot live happily together without a real and gen
uine sex adjustment. Other elements o f  personality have no chance 
to function where there is stark hunger (from  which about 80% o f 
the wives suffer). In approximately 25 consultations with young 
married couples, in the past two years, I found only one who had



made a real sex adjustment. The difficulty in nearly every case was 
a behavior difficulty o f  one kind or another. Nothing was physiolo
gically wrong with either the husband or the wife. Bad training, 
wrong organization about sex, were the principal causes o f trouble. 
In nearly every case sane instruction brings adjustment. The least 
society can do is to give these prospective young couples proper in
struction before marriage. Getting proper instruction is difficult. 
The family doctor and the parents unfortunately are usually the 
most dangerous o f instructors. I have yet to meet the general prac
titioner or the parent whom I should like to see instruct a child o f 
mine.

I mention these things because, first, I want to see all phases o f 
personality have a chance to function in the marital situation. They 
cannot if sex hunger is present. Secondly, unless such problems 
are faced by the younger generation, the institution o f  marriage, 
which really has never been tried out by society (and I mean by 
this that men and women have no organization about being married 
and they nearly always spoil marriage in trying to learn how to be 
married), will receive some severe assaults in the next few years, 
especially in our larger cities.

But to return to our summary o f personality. What do we do 
with personality judgments when once we have them? W e hire and 
fire the personnel in industry on the basis o f  them— we promote and 
demote with them to guide us. They are at the basis o f our friend
ships, our business associations, our social gatherings. It is a brave 
hostess who will bring together clashing personalities. W e choose 
our mates and leave them on no other basis.

In a sense, we carry double entry bookkeeping in our heads about 
every friend and associate we have. On one page in black ink we 
tabulate each one’s assets; on the opposite page in red ink we put 
down each one’s liabilities. As the association continues, we 
fill the pages up. Every now and then we, so to speak, balance the 
account. When the figures in red become overpowering, we have to 
close out the account.

A s I have stated before, all too often we fail to keep books on 
our own personality. A t least we fail to keep a double entry system. 
W e put down only assets and leave out the liabilities. Hence in 
keeping books on our associates we often enter our own liabilities 
on their liability page.

V ;
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SO M E  O F T H E  W E A K N E SSE S O F  O U R  A D U L T  
; P E R S O N A L IT Y

Human nature has so many weaknesses, that it is difficult 
to make a start in pointing out the chief failures. Indeed, as one 
observes human life more and more closely, one comes to the point 
o f view that what often seems to be strength is but one o f the indi
vidual’s chief points o f weakness. Let us look at weaknesses in 
personality under a few such headings as (1 )  our inferiorities, 
(2 )  our susceptibility to flattery, (3 )  our constant strife to become 
kings and queens, and finally (4 ) the carrying over o f  our childhood 
heritages.

(1 )  Our Inferiorities. I need to discuss very little today the 
steps by which we “ organize”  our inferiorities into systems. The 
psychoanalysts have done this for us. W e would phrase what hap
pens in scientific terms, however. Most o f us have groups o f  reac
tions developed which do cover up, conceal and hide our inferiorities. 
Shyness is one form, silence is another, outbursts o f temper is an
other, advanced stands on moral or social questions are other very 
common forms. The most selfish o f individuals has a well organized 
verbal scheme which hides his selfishness from the uninitiated— the 
most “ impure”  o f individuals often talks loudest o f purity. The per
son who is often most easily a prey to temptation proclaims most 
loudly the rules and regulations upon which he bases his standards o f 
ethics and conduct. Poor fellow, he is so weak he needs them to 
bolster himself up. Again, one o f the most outstanding examples is 
the fellow who, all but impotent, boasts loudest o f his sex prowess.

W e likewise organize habit systems that serve the purpose o f con
cealing our physical inferiorities. The little short man often talks 
loudly, dresses “ loudly,”  wears high-heeled shoes, is “ cocky”  and 
forward. In order to be seen at all he must act in an unusual way. 
Women try to balance one thing off against another. Their faces 
may not be beautiful, but their forms are exquisite; their arms may 
be clumsy, but their legs are objects o f admiration to discriminating 
artists. Nothing in their anatomy may be supreme— then they fall 
back upon style. When too fat to be stylish, they have wonderful 
cars to ride in, beautiful jewels, well-appointed homes.

Somehow most human beings can’t permanently face inferiority 
— nor are the analysts any exception. A  great many o f  my friends 
are analysts. They can still be made angry when their theories are
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attacked or if some one challenges their superior powers as analysts. 
W ho would have them different ? A ll I ask from anybody when 
he has to boast or play up the good side a little is that he display 
a sense o f humor— admit, at least by a sign, that it is as necessary for 
him to do it once in a while as it is for the baby to have its milk 
bottle. Indeed, the origin of these so-called ‘compensations’ is infan
tile. W e teach the child that he is “ smart,”  smarter than the neigh
bor’s child. W e pet him, make much o f him. The analysts call this 
expression o f the “ ego.”  Not at all— it is merely an organized habit 
system built in at the mother’s knee. The parent’s own inferiorities 
start it. No matter how dumb her own child is, when the neighbor 
comes in she must find something in her Little Reginald or Heloise 
that the neighbor’s child does not possess. I f  her child’s feet are 
large, maybe her hands are small and shapely. All the child hears 
from her beloved parents are praises for her good parts and no men
tion of her poor ones. The individual thus gets verbal organization 
about her assets— can talk about them— but she never learns to talk 
about her liabilities.

(2 )  Our Susceptibility to Flattery. Observation o f person
ality in male and female shows some weak spots in all our armor. 
I f  I had to give you just one weapon for piercing the armor in most 
individuals, that weapon would be flattery. Flattery has become an 
art, however. Only the well-schooled, and the graduates in the art 
should attempt to use it. I have already brought out for you the 
fact that most individuals have a group o f dominating habit systems. 
It may be their religious habit systems, their moral habit systems, 
their vocational habit systems, their artistic habit systems, or others. 
I f  the individual is constantly flattered on his achievements in these 
directions, the chances are good that the person trying to approach 
him will have success. Sometimes a five-minute conversation will 
give the keynote o f this dominating organization. The anti-smoker, 
the strict prohibitionist, the efficiency bug, the money king, the speed 
and sex mania organizations show up very quickly in conversation. 
Much observation has shown me that almost invariably when the 
skillful stranger makes the acquaintance o f these individuals and ap
proaches them on their weak side, the verdict is, “ He is a remarkable 
fellow, agreeable, charming, quite intelligent. I think we ought to 
have him around again.”

Often the vulnerable point in a character is what the Freudians 
call an avoidance mechanism. For example, “ A ”  does not like to hurt
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anybody’s feelings. Rather than do it, he yields not only his dol
lars but his principles. He will burden himself with the cares o f 
other individuals and carry their woes around with him because he 
is too chicken-hearted to stand up and tell them what he thinks.

I doubt very seriously that any man or woman is invulnerable on 
any commandment, on any code o f honesty, on any lifelong settled 
conviction. I think the time was when invulnerability was a more 
nearly possible thing. Today conventions are so universally over
stepped, religious mandates so often transgressed, business honesty 
and integrity so often a matter o f legal decision, that all o f us are 
vulnerable if and when approached long enough and hard enough 
and subtly enough on our weak side. This does not mean that you 
or I would rob a bank tonight, commit murder or rape, take undue 
advantage o f  our neighbor; yet almost invariably we do many so- 
called unethical things, given certain conditions. It often happens in 
business and in the professions that as long as a man ahead o f you 
is helpful and useful to you, you are meticulous in giving him his due. 
He can do no wrong. You back him up, support him on every 
occasion. But when you reach him, when you begin to share the 
throne with him you, without ever verbalizing it, somehow find your 
ear more attuned to faults. A  strong visceral toning appears when 
you hear things not quite to his credit! Then again, when you pass 
him, you begin to wonder if your former rival cannot be replaced by 
a less expensive man. You rationalize this on the grounds o f econ
omy, thus killing two birds with one stone, strengthening your balance 
sheet and making your own throne more secure against the possible 
recrudescence o f a former rival.

I have no venom to display here against human nature. I am 
just trying to show you that it is almost our automatic way o f acting 
in certain situations. Some of us know these kinds o f weaknesses 
in ourselves and we are constantly on the watch for them. Others 
are not quite so well analyzed. They call it being human and forgive 
themselves on such grounds. Here is where I think psychology can 
be most helpful in every phase o f human relationship. The old 
biblical saying which I shall paraphrase, “ First take out the beam 
from your own eye that you may see the mote in, your fellow man’s 
eye,”  is a far more psychologically convincing maxim than the golden 
rule, or even Kant’s universal. W e know all too little about “ D o 
unto others as you would like to have them do unto you.”  Most 
o f us are pathological in certain directions; the other fellow is path
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ological in different directions. I f  you tried to do unto him as you 
would like to be done by, you would very often get into difficulties, 
sometimes o f  the most pronounced kinds! Again, take Kant’s univer
sal, “ A ct by a maxim fit to become universal.”  With this ever- 
changing psychological world no maxim is fit to become universal. 
A  maxim which would have worked in the Garden o f  Eden, would 
never have worked in the time o f Caesar, nor would it work any bet
ter in 1925. But every man can watch his own way of acting and 
he will often be surprised when he comes to face the real stimuli 
that touch off his actions. Susceptibility to flattery, selfishness, avoid
ing difficult situations, unwillingness to show or confess weakness, 
inadequacy or lack o f knowledge, jealousy, fear o f rivals, fear o f 
being made the scapegoat, hurling criticism upon others to escape it 
oneself— make up an almost unbelievable part o f our natures. The 
individual when he really faces himself is often almost ( i f  not quite) 
overcome by what is revealed— infantile behavior, unethical stand
ards, smothered over by the thinnest veneer o f rationalization. 
Nakedness o f soul can be faced only by the truly brave.

(3) O ur Constant Strife to Become K ings and Q ueens. 
A s the result o f our training at the hands o f our parents, o f the 
books we read and o f the biographies o f those around us, every 
man deems it his inalienable right to become a king and every woman 
a queen. All history breeds this in. Kings and queens are petted 
and made much o f ;  kings and queens have things done for them; 
they get more food and better food ; they get better shelter, more 
artistic shelter; they get more sex and greater aesthetic values in sex. 
It is in childhood that most o f these things come to us. This is one 
reason why it is so hard to give up our childhood and, as a matter o f 
fact, as I shall show you later on, we rarely do completely give it up. 
W e try to carry over into everyday adult life the dominance we have 
put over on our parents in our childhood. The labor leader who says, 
“ Down with the capitalists and up with labor,”  is just as anxious as 
any o f us to be king. The capitalist who says, “ Down with labor,”  
is just as eager either to become king or else to stay king. N o one 
can object to this kind of strife. It is a part o f life. There always has 
been and there always will be (until the behaviorists can bring up all 
the children) this kind of struggle for dominance. Every man ought 
to be a king and every woman a queen. They must learn, however, 
that their domains are restricted. The objectionable people in the 
world are those who want to be kings and queens but who will allow
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no one else to be regal. W e notice this in the vested clergy, in busi
ness, in science. More than one professor has seen his bright pupil 
grow up beside him. One day a coolness comes, the professor finds 
a certain fault in his bright pupil’s technique or a weakness in his 
theory, and the weakness, on analysis, is where it diverges from the 
professor’s own. The professor becomes not quite so warm in his 
recommendation to the president and to the board o f trustees. When 
it comes time for the bright pupil to get his professorship, at first 
no recommendation is forthcoming. When colleagues insist, active 
recommendations against the bright pupil’s promotion are sent. The 
professor rationalizes his own course of conduct in the most 
devious ways. More than once we have seen a professor, genial, 
jovial in his relationships with his subordinates. So long as he stands 
on a pinnacle apart, so long does his good nature last. He gets a 
reputation for pushing the younger men, but let one get too near the 
throne and friendliness and geniality are swallowed up by the green
eyed monster jealousy. Many of our orthodoxies— codes o f conduct, 
rules o f politeness— are built up for the purpose o f letting him who 
is king and rule-maker remain king and rule-maker.

Infant Carry-overs the General Cause of U nhealthy 
Personalities. The weaknesses in our personalities which we have 
just considered are but examples o f the general fact that we carry 
over many organized habit systems from our infancy and early youth 
into our adult life. Most of these systems are o f the unverbalized 
type— verbal correlates and substitutes are lacking. The individual 
cannot talk about them, certainly would deny that he has carried 
over his infantile behavior, yet the appropriate situation brings out 
their expression. These carry-overs are the most serious handicaps 
to a healthy personality.

One of the systems we carry over is that of strong attachments 
(positive conditionings) for one or more individuals in the home—  
the mother, father, brother, sister— or some adult who played an im
portant role in our upbringing. T oo faithful attachments to objects, 
places, localities are often serious. The general name to apply to 
all such carry-overs is nest habits. The south especially develops 
them— “ M y family does so and so,”  “ N o Smith was ever con
quered,”  “ The Jones never forget an insult.”  Families belonging 
to the nobility have bred in them the same kind o f systems. These 
habits are consolidated into family mottoes and coats-of-arms. Since 
marriage nearly always means the bringing o f a stranger into the
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group, serious difficulties often arise before the stranger is accepted 
even by the wife or by the husband. This is one reason why there are 
so many blood feuds. Thus, due to the fact that your father and 
mother bred these habits into you and your father and mother had 
them similarly bred into them, we get infantilism as a kind of per
petual social inheritance. In a somewhat less insistent way racial 
habit systems are also bred into people.

But we are interested in the growth of the individual mainly. 
Let us return to him. Suppose by the time you are 3 years o f age 
your fond and doting mother has got you into the following ways 
o f  behaving. She waits on you hand and foot. You are an angel 
child and anything you do or say is perfectly wonderful. Your 
father can’t correct you. Your nurse is always wrong if she scolds 
you. Three years later you start to school. You are a problem child 
all through. Soon you play hookey, your mother backs you up. You 
steal and lie repeatedly, and your teacher sends you home and closes 
the school to you. Your mother gets a tutor— but a tutor over whom 
she has the control. He educates you. You are ‘finished off’ by 
travel. One meets everywhere people o f this kind. They cannot 
break their nest habits— they can never “ make a go o f it”  when 
the home quits petting them. When youth is gone they fall back 
on chronic invalidism.

W e should shed our childish habits yearly as the snake sheds its 
skin— not all at once like the snake, but gradually as the new situa
tions caused by growth demand it. A t three years o f age the normal 
child has a well-organized 3-year-old personality— a system o f habits 
that works well for that age. But as he progresses towards 4, some 
o f the 3-year-old habits must give way— baby talk has to be given 
up, personal habits have to change. A t 4 the wetting of the bed, 
thumb-sucking, shyness at meeting strangers, failure to talk fluently 
will not be so lightly overlooked. Exhibitionism has to give way; 
he is taught not to burst into a room and start a conversation re
gardless o f whether or not others are talking. He must begin to dress 
himself, to take his bath unaided, to get up at night and go to the 
toilet if necessary, and to do thousands o f other actions not expected 
o f the 3-year-old.

I f  only our home life were constructed so that 3-<year habits 
could give way to 4-year habits without the infantile carry-over! But 
this cannot and never will happen until parents have fewer carry
overs from their own infancy— until they learn how to rear children.
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A t other times I have sketched what often results from  carry
overs. From among the millions o f ways in which they influence 
our adult life let me just select two or three from my own consulting 
experience. Due to a mother’s too tender love, marriage is difficult 
or impossible for the son— the mother objects to every choice made 
by the son. He finally marries and a family row occurs. This is 
temporarily patched up. Son and daughter-in-law after a few days 
come to live with the parents. Then the fat is in the fire— the son 
has two wives, his mother and his bride. This youth has to be re
made— forced to lose this unnatural, but by him unnoted, mother
conditioning.

Again, a girl attached from infancy to her father, lives on until 
the age o f  24 and does not marry. She finally marries. She has nev
er had sex relation with her father so she will not have it with her 
husband. If she has to she breaks down. She may commit suicide or 
become insane to escape.

Once again may I reiterate a thought often expressed before in 
these lectures: I f  from morning till night the average adult being 
could chart in detail his verbal, manual and visceral behavior which 
is released by infantile carry-overs, he would be not only astonished 
but even fearful o f his future. Our ‘ feelings get hurt,’ we ‘get angry,’ 
we ‘become exasperated,’ we ‘handed someone a good one,’ we ‘got 
in a good lick at someone,’ the man over you is ‘stupid,’ ‘ignorant,’ 
you quarreled, you ‘blew up,’ you got sick, you had a headache, you 
had to show off before your subordinate, you were sulky, moody, 
abstracted all day. Your work did not go well, you fumbled your 
work, you spoiled your material. You were cruel to those below you, 
you were ‘conceited’— one of the almost inevitable forms o f display. 
‘Conceit,’ which all too often mars personality, is but a confession 
o f the grossest kind o f ignorance. A  person who is wise always has 
in front o f him such a vista o f things he knows nothing about that 
he grows more and more humble as his wisdom increases. Conceit 
comes from infant spoiling. Humility and inadequacies are similarly 
carry-overs and are bred in usually by an ‘inferior’ or inadequate 
father or mother. Slants o f the parents in these directions account 
so well for the so-called ‘dispositional’ factors in families ( I  mean 
the slants that can be seen through several generations) that I can
not see why we have to fall back upon inheritance to account for 
them.

I need not enlarge further upon infant carry-overs. In a way the
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whole o f behaviorism is but an expression o f the fact that infancy 
and childhood slant our adult personality. This is a part o f the field 
the Freudians call the ‘unconscious/ The unscientific nature o f this 
conception is surely apparent to you ere this. I f it is not I ’ ll have 
to give you up.

W H A T  IS A  ‘SICK ’ P E R S O N A L IT Y ?

Introduction. There is no more confusing field today so far as 
use o f terms go, than that of Psychopathology. Physicians know 
little o f behaviorism. Hence you find in psychopathology the terms 
o f the old introspective psychology or the demonological terminology 
o f  the Freudians. I once hoped to live long enough to thoroughly train 
a man in behaviorism before he went into medicine and later into 
psychopathology, but so far I haven’t succeeded. The behaviorist 
who is a layman from  a medical standpoint cannot drain this swamp 
and the physician who is not a behaviorist cannot do it. Hence the 
concepts o f ‘mental disease’ and o f the ‘unconscious’ with all of their 
confusions still flourish. The main difficulty with the physician 
working in these fields is that he is unversed in the history o f philos
ophy and even in physics. T o  the majority o f psychopathologists 
and analysts consciousness is a real ‘ force’— something that can do 
something, something that can start up a physiological process, check, 
inhibit or down one already going on. N o one except one who ig
nores physics and the history of philosophy could hold this view. No 
psychologist today would like to be classed as believing in interaction 
( I  think some o f them d o !)  o f which this is an expression. Until 
you can get the physician who deals with behavior to face the physical 
fact that the only way 3'ou can get a billiard ball on the table in front 
o f you to start moving— to go from a state o f rest to a state o f mo
tion— is to strike it with a cue, or to get another ball already in mo
tion to strike it (o r  else have some other moving body hit it )— until 
you can get him to face the fact that if the ball is already in motion 
you cannot make it change its rate o f motion or its direction unless 
you do one o f these same things— you will never get a scientific view
point about psychopathological behavior. The psychopathologists—  
most o f them— believe today that ‘conscious’ processes can start the 
physiological ball rolling and then change its direction. Much as I 
have maligned the introspectionists, they are not quite so naive in their 
concepts. Even James long ago expressed the view (although he did 
not stick to it in ‘will’ and in ‘attention’ ) that the only way you



could “ down”  or change a bodily process was to start some other 
bodily process going. I f  ‘mind’ acts on body, then all physical laws 
are invalid. This physical and metaphysical naivete o f the psycho
pathologist and the analyst comes out in such expressions— ‘This con
scious process inhibited this or that form o f b e h a v io r ‘The uncon
scious desire keeps him from doing so and so / Much o f the con
fusion we have today dates back to Freud. His adherents cannot 
see this. Most o f them through having to undergo analysis at his 
hands (either first, second, or third hand) have formed a strong 
positive father organization. They have been unwilling to have 
their ‘ father’ spoken o f in criticism. This unwillingness to accept 
criticism and to find progress through it has brought the crumbling 
at the top o f what started out to be one o f the most significant move
ments in modern times. I venture to predict that 20 years from now 
an analyst using Freudian concepts and Freudian terminology will be 
placed upon the same plane as a phrenologist. And yet analysis 
based upon behavioristic principles is here to stay and is a necessary 
profession in society— to be placed upon a par with internal medicine 
and surgery. By analysis, then, we shall mean studying the cross
section o f personality in some such way as I have outlined it. This 
will be the equivalent o f diagnosis. Combined with this will go un
conditioning and then constructive re-education. This will constitute 
the curative side. Analysis as such has no virtue— no curative value. 
New habits, verbal, manual and visceral, o f such and such kinds, will 
be the prescriptions the psychopathologist will write.

A re T here Such T hings As M ental Diseases/  I know that 
all o f this more or less vague discussion about the analyst and the 
physician raises some definite questions which you phrase as follow s: 
Isn’t there such a thing as a mental disease? I f  so, what is it like 
and how do you cure it?

A s long as there is the misconception going the rounds that there 
is such a thing as the mental, I suppose there will be mental diseases, 
mental symptoms and mental cures. I view the whole matter other
wise. I can only roughly outline my own viewpoint. Sickness of 
personality, or behavior illnesses, behavior disturbances, habit con
flicts, are terms which I should like to use in place of mental dis
turbances, mental diseases and the like. In many o f the so-called 
psychopathological disorders ( ‘ functional psychoses,’ ‘ functional 
neuroses,’ etc.) there are no organic disturbances o f  sufficient gravity 
to account for personality disturbance. There may be no infections,
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no lesions anywhere, no absence o f physiological reflexes (as there 
often is when there are organic diseases). And yet the individual 
has a sick personality. His behavior may be so badly disturbed or 
so involved that we call him insane (a purely social classification) 
and have to commit the patient temporarily or permanently. No 
one has yet given us a sensible classification o f the various types o f 
behavior disturbance that are present in a social structure such as 
ours. W e hear o f dementia praecox, manic depressive insanity, anx
iety neuroses, paranoia, schizophrenia and many others. T o me as 
a layman these divisions mean nothing. I know in general what is 
meant by appendicitis, cancer of the breast, gall-stones, typhoid fever, 
tonsilitis, tuberculosis, paresis and brain tumor and even cardiac in
sufficiency. I know in general something about the organisms pres
ent when any are present, the kind o f tissue attacked and the gen
eral course o f the disease, and I can understand the physician when 
he tells me more about them. Yet when the psychopathologist tries 
to tell me about a ‘schiz’ or a ‘homicidal mania’ or an ‘hysterical’ 
attack, I have the feeling, which has grown stronger with the years, 
that he doesn’t know what he is talking about. And I think the 
reason he doesn’t know what he is talking about is that he has always 
approached their study from the point o f view of the (now passing 
concept o f the) mind rather than from that o f the way the whole 
body behaves and the genetic reasons for that behavior. The past 
few years have unquestionably seen considerable progress in this 
direction.

T o  show the needlessness o f introducing the ‘concept o f  mind’ 
in so-called mental diseases, I offer you a fanciful picture o f a 
psychopathological dog ( I  use the dog because I am not a physician 
and have no right to use a human illustration— I hope the veterin
arians will pardon m e!) : Without taking anyone into my counsel I 
once trained a dog so that he would walk away from nicely-ground 
fresh hamburg steak and would eat only decayed fish (true examples 
o f this are now at hand). I trained him (by use of the electric 
shock) to avoid smelling the female dog in the usual canine way— he 
would circle around her but would come no closer than ten feet 
(J. J. B. Morgan has done something very close to this on the rat). 
Again, by letting him play only with male puppies and dogs and 
punishing him when he tried to mount a female, I made a homosexual 
out o f him (F . A. Moss has done something closely akin to this in 
rats). Instead of licking my hands and becoming lively and playful
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When I go to him in the morning, he hides or cowers, whines and 
shows his teeth. Instead o f going after rats and other small animals 
in the way of hunting, he runs away from them and shows the most 
pronounced fears. He sleeps in the ash can— he fouls his own bed, 
he urinates every half hour and anywhere. Instead of smelling every 
tree trunk, he growls and fights and paws the earth but will not come 
within two feet of the tree. He sleeps only two hours per day and 
sleeps these two hours leaning up against a wall rather than lying 
down with head and rump touching. He is thin and emaciated be
cause he will eat no fats. He salivates constantly (because I have 
conditioned him to salivate to hundreds of objects). This interferes 
with his digestion. Then I take him to the dog psychopathologist. 
The dog’s physiological reflexes are normal. No organic lesions are 
to be found anywdiere. The dog, so he claims, is mentally sick, actu
ally insane. His mental condition has led to the various organic 
difficulties such as lack of digestion; it has ‘caused’ his poor physical 
condition. Everything that a dog should do— as compared with what 
dogs o f his type usually do— he does not do. And everything that 
seems foreign to a dog to do he does. He says I must commit the 
dog to an institution for the care of insane dogs— and I actually have 
to restrain him. If he were not restrained he would jump from a 
ten-story building, or walk into a fire without hesitation.

I tell the dog psychopathologist that he doesn’t know anything 
about my d og ; that, from the standpoint o f the environment in which 
the dog has been brought up (the way I have trained him ), he is 
the most normal dog in the w orld ; that the reason he calls the dog 
‘insane’ or mentally sick is because o f  his own absurd system of classi
fication.

I then take the psychopathologist into my confidence. By this time 
he is disgusted and says, “ Since you’ve brought this on go cure him.” 
I attempt then to correct my dog’s behavior difficulties at least up 
to the point where he can begin to associate with the nice dogs in 
the neighborhood. I f  he is very old or if things have gone too far, 
I ’d better just keep him confined, but if he is fairly young and he 
learns easily, I ’ll undertake it. I use all the methods you now know 
so well in unconditioning him and then conditioning him- Soon I get 
him to eating fresh meat by getting him hungry, closing up his nose 
and feeding him in the dark. This gives me a good start. I have 
something basal to use in my further work. I keep him hungry. I 
feed him every time I open his cage in the morning— the whip is
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thrown away— soon he jumps for joy  when he hears my step in the 
morning. In a few months time I have not only cleared out the old 
but also have built in the new. The next time there is a dog show I 
proudly exhibit him, and his general behavior is such an asset to his 
sleek, perfect body that he walks off with the blue ribbon.

All this is an exaggeration —  almost sacrilege, you say. 
Surely there is no connection between this and the poor sick souls 
we see in the psychopathic wards in every hospital. Yes, I admit 
the exaggeration, but I am after elementals here. I am pleading for 
simplicity and ruggedness in the building stones o f our science o f 
behavior. I am trying to show by this homely illustration that you 
can by conditioning not only build up the behavior complications, 
patterns and conflicts in diseased personalities, but also by the same 
process lay the foundations for the onset o f actual organic changes 
which result finally in infections and lesions— all without introducing 
the concept o f the mind-body relation ( ‘influence o f mind over the 
body’ ) or even leaving the realm of natural science. In other words, 
as behaviorists, even in ‘mental diseases’ we deal with the same mater
ial and the same laws that the neurologists and physiologists deal 
with.

H ow  to Change Personality. Changing the personality o f  the 
sick individual— the psychopath— is the work of the physician. H ow 
ever badly he handles his job at present, we have to go to him when 
a habit breakdown occurs. If I got to the point where I could not 
pick up my knife and fork, if one arm became paralyzed or if I 
couldn’t visually react to my wife and children, and a physical ex
amination showed no organic lesion o f any kind, I should hasten to 
my psychoanalytic friends and say: “ Please, in spite o f all the mean 
things I ’ve said about you, help me out o f this mess.’ ’

Even we ‘normal ones,’ after having looked ourselves over and 
decided that we’d like to slough off a few o f our worst carry-overs, 
find that bringing these changes in our personalities is no easy taslc. 
Can you learn chemistry over night ? T o  be a finished musician or an 
artist in a year’s time? It would be difficult if you only had to learn" 
these things, but it is doubly difficult when you have to unlearn a vast 
organized system of old habits before you can begin to put on the 
new. And yet this is what the individual faces who wants a new 
personality. N o quack can do it for you, no correspondence school 
can safely guide you. Almost any event or happening might start 
a change; a flood might do it, a death in the family, an earthquake,
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a conversion to the church, a breakdown in health, a fist fight— any
thing that would break up your present habit patterns, throw you out 
o f your routine and put you in such a position that you would have 
to learn to react to objects and situations different from those you 
have had to react to in the past— such happenings might start the 
process o f building a new personality for you. During the formation 
of new habit systems, the old begin to die through disuse ■—  
that is, there is loss in retention and hence the individual will 
be less and less dominated by the old habit systems. What do we 
have to do to change personality ? There must be both unlearning the 
things we have already learned (and the unlearning may be an active 
unconditioning process or just disuse) and learning the new things, 
which is always an active process. Thus the only way to thoroughly 
change personality is to remake the individual by changing his en
vironment in such a way that new habits have to form. The more 
completely they change, the more personality changes. Few individ
uals can do all this unaided. That is why we go on year in and year 
out with the same old personality. Some day we shall have hospitals 
devoted to helping us change our personalities. Because we can 
change our personalities as easily as we can change the shapes o f our 
noses only it takes more time.

Language O ne Difficulty in the W ay of Changing Per
sonality. There is one difficulty in changing personality by chang
ing environment— hitherto all too little thought of. It lies in the fact 
that when we attempt to change personality by changing the individ
ual’s external environment, we cannot prevent the individual from 
taking his old internal environment with him in the shape o f words 
and word substitutes. You can take a man who has never worked in 
his life, who has always been the spoiled darling o f his mother, who 
has been a constant attendant upon the ladies o f the stage, a patron 
of the best restaurants o f the city, o f the fine haberdashery shops, 
send him to the Congo Free States and put him in a situation for 
making a frontier individual out o f himself. But he takes with him 
his own language and other substitutes for the world he has left, and 
we saw in studying language that language when fully developed, 
really gives us a manipulable replica o f the world we live in- Hence, 
if his present world does not begin to take hold of him, as it may not, 
he may withdraw from his frontier world and live the rest o f his life 
in the old substitute world of words. Such an individual may be
come a “ shut-in”— a day dreamer.
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But in spite o f all the difficulties in the way, individuals can and 
do change their personalities. Hence friends, teachers, the theatres, 
the movies all help to make, to remake and to unmake our personali
ties. The man who never exposes himself to such stimuli will never 
change his personality for a better one.

Behaviorism a Foundation for A ll Future Experimental 
E thics. I have attempted to show that while there is a science o f 
psychology independent, interesting, worth while in itself, 
nevertheless to have a right to existence it must serve in 
some measure as a foundation for reaching out into human 
life. I think behaviorism does lay a foundation stone for saner liv
ing. It ought to be a science that prepares men and women for un
derstanding the first principles o f their own behavior. It ought to 
make men and women eager to rearrange their own lives, and es
pecially eager to prepare themselves to bring up their own children in 
a healthy way. I wish I had time more fully to describe this, to pic
ture to you the kind o f rich and wonderful individual we should 
make of every healthy child if only we could let it shape itself prop
erly and could then provide for it a universe in which to 
exercise that organization— a universe unshackled by legendary 
folk lore o f happenings thousands o f years ago; unshackled by dis
graceful political history; unshackled by foolish customs and con
ventions which have no significance in themselves, yet which hem the 
individual in like taut steel bands. I am not asking here for revolu
tion; I am not asking to form a colony to take people out to some 
Godforsaken place where we will go naked and live a communal life, 
nor for a change to a diet o f roots and herbs. I am not asking for 
‘ free love.’1 I am trying to dangle a stimulus in front o f you, a ver
bal stimulus which, if acted upon, will gradually change this universe. 
For the universe will change if you bring up your children, not in 
the freedom o f the libertine, but in behavioristic freedom— a freedom 
which we cannot even picture in words, so little do we know o f it. 
W ill not these children in turn, with their better ways o f living and 
thinking, replace us as society and in turn bring up their children 
in a still more ideal way, until the world finally becomes a place fit 
for human habitation?

FINIS

1Note : I am not arguing here for free anything—least of all free speech. 
I have always been very much amused by the advocates of free speech. In this



harum scarum world of ours, brought up as we are, the only person who 
ought to be allowed free speech is the parrot, because the parrot’s words are 
not tied up with his bodily acts and do not stand as substitutes for his bodily 
acts. All true speech does stand substitutable for bodily acts, hence organized 
society has just as little right to allow free speech as it has to allow free ac
tion, which nobody advocates. When the agitator raises the roof because he 
hasn’t free speech, he does it because he knows that he will be restrained if 
he attempts free action. He wants by his free speech to get someone else to 
do free acting—to do something he himself is afraid to do. The behaviorist, 
on the other hand, would like to develop his world of people from birth on, 
so that their speech and their bodily behavior could equally well be exhibited 
freely everywhere without running afoul of group standards.



THE CLIENT-PATIENT
How Are His Needs To Be Met By Social and Medical

Agencies

ELSIE  W U L K O P

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass.

This problem should be considered in two aspects: first, the 
client whose connection with a social agency antidates his admis
sion to a hospital or dispensary; second, the patient whose need of 
Social Service is discovered while he is under medical treatment.

When a non-medical social agency sends a client to a hospital 
or dispensary it becomes highly important to have correct and suf
ficient medical data upon which to base further social treatment. How 
is this to be secured and how is the necessary social information to be 
put at the disposal o f the doctors ? Obviously the social worker 
in the medical institution is the logical person through whom to 
transmit the respective reports, whether the case originates in the 
non-medical agencies or in the Social Service Department o f the 
hospital or dispensary which then asks the assistance o f the outside 
agency.

The following six case histories showing such cooperative treat
ment by medical and non-medical agencies are presented under 
fictitious names and addresses.

CASE I.

Dominic Russo, an Italian laborer of forty-three> was sent to 
the Out-Patient Department o f a large hospital by the Family W el
fare Society. The District Secretary reported that Mr. Russo had 
felt unable to work for some months and had therefore applied for 
financial relief. The question o f whether this should be granted 
(beyond the first interim aid) was being held in abeyance until he 
could be examined at the hospital. The social data included nothing 
significant from the medical point o f view.

Careful examination in the clinic revealed nothing definitely 
wrong, yet the physicians were sure there was something amiss, since 
Mr. Russo had been losing weight for about six months. The recom
mendation was study in the wards. This was reported at once to the
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Family Welfare Society over the telephone in order that Mr. Russo 
might enter the ward immediately. Later, in the written report the 
physicians’ suspicions that a malignant disease was present, were 
emphasized, so that the District Secretary might have an inkling o f 
what might be the outcome of the patient’s stay in the ward.

A fter arranging for Mr. Russo’s admission to a medical ward the 
social worker turned over her record to her colleague in the ward. 
The latter than assumed responsibility for reporting to the Family 
Welfare Society. As the medical treatment progressed, the probable 
diagnosis was reported,— the question o f care in a chronic hospital 
or at home was raised. When the final diagnosis o f inoperable 
cancer was established the Family W elfare Society was ready with a 
plan for Mr. Russo’s care at home, under the supervision o f a local 
physician. The hospital social worker escorted the patient in the 
ambulance to his home. Then, after a final report in which the 
probable length o f life as estimated by the physicians was given, 
together with full instructions for the patient’s diet, activities, 
et cetera, the social record at the hospital was closed and filed in the 
Out-Patient Department.

Some months later the case worker in the Orthopedic Clinic 
reopened the record as one o f the Russo children was brought in by 
the Family W elfare Society. This child was steered for over a year, 
first for the Family W elfare Society, later, (after Mr. Russo’s 
death), for the Mother’s Aid Division o f the Department o f Public 
Welfare. The medical treatment of the child was entirely success
ful : the social agencies carried out all o f the recommendations o f the 
doctors since they were fully aware o f every phase o f the medical 
situation through the reports sent them by the hospital social worker.*

CASE II.

Mrs. Emily Brown came from a small city, about fifty miles from 
Boston, to seek treatment for a thyroid condition which puzzled 
her own physician. A fter she entered the ward it was apparent, to 
the physician in charge o f her, that she was worried over something 
to such a degree that she could not benefit by the medical treatment. 
He could not find out the cause o f anxiety from the patient; neither 
could his social worker. Therefore, the latter wrote to the Family 
W elfare Society in Mrs. Brown’s home city, asking that Mr. Brown

■ * i ; J  - ■

^Several such reports are appended on page 372 .



A fter Mrs. Abbott’s discharge from the nursing home, she re
ported to the clinic from time to time. But in the main her well
being depended on her own regulation of her life. In this she was 
aided by the settlement worker who had gained a good comprehension 
o f her client’s handicaps.

C ASE V.

Morris Rosenfeld was 11 years old when he was admitted to a 
medical ward in a large general hospital. He was suffering from 
rheumatic heart disease o f some years standing, but his condition was 
not serious. If his home conditions were suitable he could return 
there on discharge from the hospital; if there were unfavorable 
elements in his environment, other plans would have to be made 
since his ultimate health depended on the most careful medical and 
social treatment.

Investigation by the social worker of the ward disclosed a home 
which was satisfactory from a physical standpoint only. There was 
lack o f parental discipline, the father had a poor job and the mother 
supplemented his earnings by day’s work. The income was there
fore sufficient, which justified to the parents the manner o f its earn
ing.

It was not difficult to persuade Mr. and Mrs. Rosenfeld to allow 
Morris to go to a foster home as recommended by the physicians. 
The reasons were carefully explained to them; help in overcoming 
the objectionable social factors was offered and accepted. A  con
ference was held by the Federated Jewish Charities District Secre
tary, the worker o f the Children’s Bureau o f that society and the 
hospital social worker. The latter furnished her colleagues with all 
the social and medical data in her possession. The plan of action 
was as follow s: The District Secretary undertook the financial prob
lem which involved supplementing Mr. Rosenfeld’s wages so that his 
w ife might remain at home, and helping him to a better job at which 
he could earn his family’s support unaided. The Children’s Bureau 
was to take charge o f Morris on discharge from the hospital, guiding 
the treatment by the medical advice supplied from the hospital. The 
case worker from  the latter institution was responsible for all the 
medical reports and for instructing and guiding Mr. and Mrs. Rosen
feld in the care and discipline of a cardiac child.

During the six months that Morris spent in the foster home the 
above program was carried out. He reported to the clinic as directed
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by the doctor; the latter’s instructions were sent in writing to the 
Children’s Bureau case worker even if she had heard them issued in 
the clinic. The conditions in the home were improved by the efforts 
directed toward the specific defects. When Morris was allowed by 
the physician to return home he got on w ell; supervision by the Dis
trict Secretary continued however to make sure of this. He will be 
kept on the follow-up of the clinic indefinitely; reports to the Feder
ated Jewish Charities will be sent out as often as necessary by the 
hospital worker.

CASE V I

Helen Addison, a 14 year old girl who had gotten into serious 
delinquency, was brought before the Juvenile Court. As medical 
treatment was urgently necessary she was sent to a hospital clinic. 
The children’s protective agency in charge o f Helen asked the clinic 
social worker for reports which were to be taken into Court. The 
first report stated that a diagnosis o f gonorrhea had been established, 
for which treatment would be long-drawn out; the nature of the 
treatment advised was carefully explained. Further reports were 
sent as often as the patient’s condition showed any change.

In view of the facts, Helen was committed by the Court to the 
care o f the protective society. She continued her medical treatment 
at the clinic whose social worker was in very close touch with the 
other non-medical worker. The medical facts and their social im
plications were very carefully explained to Helen by the clinic 
worker and various happenings in the clinic were used to show 
Helen the concrete meaning o f the abstract facts she had been given.

The progress of the case was very encouraging, both medically 
and socially. Helen’s needs were met, her problems solved, her 
future safeguarded.

From the foregoing histories certain facts stand out. T o begin 
with the admission o f the client to a hospital or dispensary; he is 
preceded by or brings with him, a written report from the social 
worker who is sending him in. This report covers the salient social 
and medical facts as known to the social agency referring him. I f  the 
case is a complicated one the respective case workers talk it over 
more fully in order that the doctors may have all possible informa
tion secured through the social investigation of the referring agency. 
I f  more light on the social factors is required, the agency obtains 
it as the social responsibility lies wholly there. The medical worker
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confines herself to the medical aspects of the case. She talks with 
the physicians and surgeons, putting before them the social history 
supplied by the non-medical agency. T o  the latter, she sends reports 
on the progress o f the medical treatment, making her reports as com
prehensive as possible since further plans are dependent upon full 
understanding o f the client’s condition. In cases o f emergency, a 
report may be given over the telephone and confirmed by letter the 
same day, since all information must be sent in writing. Although 
these reports are written and signed by social workers, they are coun
tersigned by the medical director of the hospital, thus carrying the 
authority o f the institution.

If the medical treatment shifts from one clinic to another or to 
the wards, the social worker attached to the medical staff which is 
treating the patient, takes over the social record from her colleague 
and sends out the reports. This record therefore has a complete set 
o f carbon copies o f all reports sent out about the patient. When the 
patient is finally discharged by the physicians, the social record is 
filed in the department where it originated. The medical-social 
worker lias no further contact with the patient.

In cases where the outside agency is called in by the medical 
worker, the routine is practically identical. When application is 
made to a Family W elfare Society, Children’s Society, et cetera, the 
hospital worker sends a full report of the medical data concerning 
her patient. The social responsibility for these cases is settled on the 
merits o f each case; the hospital worker may retain it or she may 
transfer it, thereafter steering the patient medically but doing no 
case work. If, however, she is the one who carries on the social 
treatment, she is still careful to supply all needful medical informa
tion to the other agency interested in the case.

The procedure is designed to prevent duplication of effort, to 
save time both for the social agency and for the patient (he usually 
gets through the clinics more rapidly than if left to his own devices), 
and to ensure full medical information concerning the patient to the 
agency responsible for his social treatment. The plan presupposes 
close cooperation by the respective social workers, and when proper
ly applied it is productive o f excellent results. The theory is that 
clients will receive better direct service from all the agencies inter
ested in them. There has developed in practice an indirect service also, 
through the pooling o f knowledge by the agencies. The medical

E. Wulkop f
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worker obtains a clearer insight into the phases o f social treatment 
carried on by family and children’s agencies, et cetera, and the latter 
acquire medical knowledge which is not included in the training of 
their own particular section o f the field. Moreover all the social 
workers cooperating in this system are drawn into much closer pro
fessional relationships which are undeniably stimulating as well as 
enjoyable.

M iss Jane M cK enzie, Boston, Mass.
Jewish W elfare Center,

Quincy, Mass.

My dear Miss M cKenzie:
The medical facts concerning Simon Abrams and his son, David, 

are as follow s: Mr. Abrams was admitted to the hospital on Novem
ber 8th, for an operation for a bi-lateral hernia; a herniotomy was 
successfully performed on November 10th. The patient’s progress 
has been entirely satisfactory and he is ready for discharge on No
vember 25th or 26th. David was admitted to the hospital on Novem
ber 14th. He is suffering from rheumatic heart disease o f some 
years’ standing, but his prognosis is good, provided he receives the 
proper treatment.

Our doctors recommend for David a period o f complete rest 
for the next four to six months. During the first month or two 
he should have bed care, with a gradual resumption j) f  normal 
activities at the end of the second month. School, of course, is out 
of the question but there seems to be no reason why David should 
not do some studying, provided he does not excite or fatigue himself, 
thereby.

It is obvious that David cannot obtain this treatment at home, and 
I therefore earnestly hope it will be possible for your society to 
place him out. The boy seems unusually worth while, as he is bright 
and appears to have excellent principles, and from a medical stand
point there is every probability that his health can be re-established at 
this point. I f he does not receive proper care at this time, he will be 
unable to become a useful member of society and will undoubtedly 
drag through a period o f years of dependence upon the community 
since his father will not be in a position to support a chronic invalid.

I shall be glad to send you any further information o f which 
you may find yourself in need. As soon as the doctors tell me just
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when they wish to discharge David, I will notify you. From present 
indications he will be here for about a week longer.

Sincerely yours,
H ouse Social Service.

Approved by 
Director.

Boston, Mass.
T o the Overseers of the Poor,

Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
Mrs. Mary Moriarty, o f 17 Fruit Street, concerning whom you 

have inquired, was admitted to this hospital on March 1st and died 
on March 4th, o f tuberculous meningitis. She was also suffering 
from pulmonary tuberculosis with positive sputum.

I have notified the Board of Health Nurses who have been super
vising Mrs. Moriarty in her home. I understand that Mr. Moriarty 
will be examined at the Board of Health Clinic. However, as he has 
not been ill up to the present time, it seems likely that he will be 
able to earn sufficient to support himself now that the burden of his 
invalid wife has been removed.

Very truly yours, ,
H ouse Social Service.

Approved by 
Director.

Boston, Mass.
T he O verseers of the Poor,

Barnstable, Mass.

Gentlemen:
James Fisher, o f your town, is at present under treatment in our 

wards. He tells us that he fears his wife and children are without 
money. As there are no relatives who can assist Mrs. Fisher, I 
wish to refer the case to you for investigation.

Mr. Fisher has had a very serious operation, and will not be able 
to work for six months, if at all. As soon as the pathological report 
comes in I will send you the final diagnosis. Should you decide to 
send Mr. Fisher to a state hospital prior to his return home, please 
let me hear from you in time to make the arrangements.
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I may add that Mrs. Fisher is not aware of the serious possibili
ties o f her husband’s case.

Very truly yours,
H ouse Social Service.

Approved by 
Director.

Boston, Mass.
Mrs. James W hiting,

District Secretary,
Family W elfare Society,

Arlington, Mass.

My dear Mrs. W hiting:
All examinations on Mary Ashton so far are negative. There is 

no evidence of heart or lung trouble. Our doctors do not wish to 
have Mary report again to the clinic unless there is some marked 
change in her condition.

The diagnosis on her brother Stephen is epidermophytosis. He 
was given an ointment to apply to the lesions. The doctor’s instruc
tions are as follow s: Soak feet and hands in hot water for ten to 
fifteen minutes morning and evening; with a small nail brush kept 
for this purpose, only, scrub the surface of the skin thoroughly with 
ivory soap, then rub in the ointment very carefully on all spots show
ing any eruption. Put on a pair o f clean stockings each morning; 
stockings are to be boiled when removed. He is to report once a 
week to the clinic and may do so on Saturdays hereafter so as not to 
miss school. I f  the skin is unduly irritated by the ointment, have 
Stephen report at' once in order that a milder prescription may be 
given him. This trouble is a stubborn one and usually requires three 
to four months intensive treatment in order to secure good results. 
Everything depends upon the patient carrying out the doctor’s orders 
very faithfully and of course in Stephen’s case, it means careful 
supervision by his mother or older sister. Our physicians do not 
consider this a serious disease. It is only very mildly contagious and 
the family need not fear contracting it. It is one which young boys 
are peculiarly subject to and it is very widely spread among this 
group.



In case that you desire to place out Stephen, the doctor says that 
you may honestly state that this condition is not one which renders 
the patient unfit for care in a foster home.

Very truly yours,
Social Service W orker.

Approved by 
Director.
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Committee on Dispensary Development o f  the United Hospital 
Fund o f N ew York

Popular Objections to Records

Nearly everyone just entering Social Service is hostile to the 
keeping of detailed records, and this hostility reflects the feeling o f 
the general public. Among objections frequently voiced are the 
follow ing:

a. Records tend to make work mechanical.
b. The keeping of records takes time that might better be used 

in personal service.
c. The keeping of records which involves the employment of a 

clerical staff diverts money that might be used in field work, or in 
relief. This is a frequent objection to administrative expenditures o f 
any kind in philanthropic work and is expressed particularly in 
connection with societies for organizing charity.

These objections are wholesome and natural in so far as they 
reflect an honest judgment as to the importance and complexity o f 
work with people, and the fear lest the work be reduced to the routine 
or inflexible system found in commercial activities.

W e are not concerned here with the perfectly legitimate objection 
based on experience with poor records. As a matter o f fact, many 
records in hospitals, courts, and other institutions are so inaccurate, 
badly put together, or ill adapted for convenient reference that they 
are neither useful, usable, nor used.

The objections mentioned against records as such are, however, 
probably based on the fundamental dislike we all feel o f being tied 
down by our past activities or too closely identified with our former 
opinions or statements. In business and political circles you will often 
hear the advice never to commit yourself in writing though you 
may talk as freely as you please, but on the other hand always to get 
the other fellow to “ put it in writing.”

♦Originally given as a lecture before classes in applied clinical psychology
at the University of Pennsylvania and later at the Pennsylvania
School of Social and Health Service, 1912-15.
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The Need fo r  Objective Standards

Suppose that someone should come to you and ask for help as to 
how to secure an adequate heating system for his office, and you 
were to reply, “ W hy we like it about this temperature. Suppose you 
stay around here a while and then you get your room to feel like 
this.”  Your friend would hardly regard you as a helpful person. If 
however, you gave him a thermometer and told him that by observa
tion over a period o f twelve months you found that this instrument 
had registered from 55 to 65 degrees, and you had found that this 
variation seemed to agree with the office staff and that they did better 
work, had fewer colds and grouches than the year before you put in 
your system of heating and ventilation, you would have done two 
things. You would have given him a judgment based on an ade
quate record and you would have given him a measure whereby he 
could test his own system and learn from your experience.

Stages o f Science

In measuring the results o f work with people, we are not yet in 
the position o f the physicist who has a measuring instrument for the 
efficiency o f a heating system, but we would like to be, and the 
first step toward the acquirement o f such a measure is the same as in 
any procedure o f scientific character, and the second and third and 
successive steps are also the same. They are:

a. The ascertaining and recording of all possible facts bearing on 
the problem on hand; the securing and setting down are parts o f the 
same process and cannot be separated logically, though they may be 
separated in time.

b. The comparing, analysis and interpretation o f the facts. 
This includes elimination o f irrelevant material.

c. The exposition or writing up of conclusions.

The ascertaining and recording o f facts is the special work o f  the 
field workers and interviewers. In so far as you are called upon to 
direct your own activities, the comparing, analysis and interpretation 
o f your facts must also be a part o f your task. Usually the bulk o f 
this must be the work of the executives, as must also be the exposi
tion. Upon the executives also devolves the work of formulating new 
policies. I f  you do not keep your records so that the executives 
know the rank and file o f your work, they will base their judgments, 
as they are but human, on the cases you bring to them for consulta
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tion. Generally these will be unusual cases, perhaps those you have 
failed on.

You may have experienced the thwarted sensation that comes 
when a superior officer suddenly changes a working policy as a result 
o f some incident which you know to be exceptional. And yet if you 
do not yourself make it possible for those higher up to learn from the 
every day experiences o f your work, they will continue to be governed 
in their judgments by catastrophes and exceptions.

Two Kinds o f Records

In all kinds of social work we find two rather distinct objects. 
The first is the helping o f the individual, or case work. This means 
the gathering o f the kind of data that may be described as clinical, to 
borrow a word from medicine. This means assembling all the facts 
bearing on the particular case in hand from every field, diagnosing the 
situation, and the making o f a plan for the individual that shall take 
into consideration all these facts.

The second kind o f object is the gathering o f facts from a large 
number o f individual cases in order to work out a generalization in 
regard to the significant interrelations o f these facts. This is statis
tical work and differs from case work in that we start out with details 
drawn from large numbers o f cases instead of with all the details 
about one single individual.

The two objects are absolutely dependent upon each other. W e 
may have a private conviction that Johnny’s adenoids are causing 
his retardation in school, but this conviction would have but slight 
value and we should hesitate to make it the basis o f a policy unless 
we had learned that in a large number o f cases the removal o f 
adenoids had actually been followed by an improved school record. 
On the other hand, the only way we can select our facts for statistical 
study is by finding that these facts actually occur in combination in 
individual cases.

It is not necessary that the case worker be a statistician, but it is 
necessary for the case worker to appreciate the value o f generaliza
tion to a degree that will lead him to accumulate and record his facts 
in such a way that appropriate use may be made of them by the 
statistician. The statistician must also have first hand experience 
which will show him how events are actually connected in individual 
histories, if he is not to go far astray in his interpretations.



States o f  Mind

Just a word as to state o f mind when getting or making records. 
There are two distinct states of mind that one must cultivate to do 
good case work and good recording. The first is the state o f mind 
during the time when you are gathering your material. This must 
be as far from prejudice and presupposition as you can possibly get. 
It must be receptive. When you are visiting a family or having an 
interview your mind must be open to all impressions. Eyes and ears 
must be open and alert to catch all details. I f  you expect to find a 
certain thing in a person’s manner, you will be sure to find it because 
you will interpret everything in the light o f your expectation. Fur
thermore, if you expect to find a certain mental or moral trait in a 
person you will probably go a good way toward creating it in that 
person. This is particularly true o f evil expectations. Distrust and 
suspicion breed untruth and resentment far more readily than trust 
and confidence breed truthfulness and kindliness. But an open, 
receptive mind involves neither gullible optimism nor equally gullible 
cynicism, and has a chance to get the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth.

When however, you come to analyze, compare and interpret 
your facts you cannot be too wary or too sharp and critical. Decision 
and action depend on the skill with which you handle your facts 
and the resourcefulness with which you use them, and skill and 
resourcefulness require far from passive states o f mind.

Summary

I. The almost universal objection to keeping records is based on 
instinctive reactions with which we can have much sympathy.

II. The difficulties arising from a failure to keep records are 
greater than the objections, because without records we depend upon 
memory, which is necessarily faulty and inaccurate. W e remember 
what we want to remember, or what has had the most profound 
emotional effect upon us. This gives us not a fact basis, but a senti
mental basis for judgment.

III. While records are a great help for the individual, they 
are absolutely necessary in a co-operative undertaking like a hospital 
or court where one person must use the experience o f many others.

IV . All scientific progress depends on records. Pictures and 
writing and more recently printing are the structures o f civilization
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the continuance o f which depends upon one generation assimilating 
the experience o f the preceding ones.

V. W e must distinguish two objects in our records: One, the 
gathering o f all facts on individual cases; two, the recording o f these 
facts so that they may be used for statistical study which furnishes 
the only basis for scientific progress.



THE GREATEST PUBLIC HEALTH NEED OF 
CANADA*

jo h n  w. s. McCu l l o u g h , m . d ., d . p . h .
C hief O fficer o f  H ealth, Ontario 

T oronto, Ontario, Canada

In the writer’s opinion the most pressing Public Health need in 
Canada today, is the establishment at the earliest possible date of 
some system of f  u ll-tim e hea lth organ isation .

Most of the provinces have excellent government organizations, 
supported, as a rule by active voluntary associations, but in the 
municipalities, particularly in the rural areas and small towns, the 
machinery for carrying on public health work is not as effective as 

/ one would desire.
A study of the municipal health organizations of the United 

States, Great Britain and Canada shows that outside of the large 
cities, there is no completely satisfactory organization for carrying 
on public health work in an efficient and economical way.

The part-time health officer in these countries with some notable 
exceptions, has proved a failure as might be expected. The business 
in life of the practising physician is the practice of his profession. 
The work of the part-time medical officer of health necessarily inter
feres with, and injures the professional work of the practising phy
sician, and consequently both suffer.

The writer has in mind two small cities in Ontario close together, 
each with a population of about 30,000. The people in each of these 
cities are of much the same character. Both of these cities are 
largely industrial, and are smart up-to-date places, from a business 
point of view. The assessed values and the debenture debts are much 
the same. The one has had a full-time health organization for about 
five years. This city has pasteurized milk, medical inspection of 
schools, ante-natal clinics, tuberculosis clinics, and public health 
nurses, and spends on public health work upwards of $20,000 a year. 
The latter has always had a part-time medical officer of health. There, 
loose milk is sold, there are no clinics, no medical inspection, and no

*Read at the Conference of Medical Services Public Health and Licensure,Ottawa, Canada, December, 1924.
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public health nurses. The public health expenditure is $6,500. But 
in the former the infant mortality rate has dropped in five years from 
101 per 1000 births to 38; in the latter, this rate has actually increased 
in late years and is now 71 per 1000 births.

As a further example of the value of a full time health organiza
tion it is of interest to point out that the advance report of the 
results of the work of the Massachusetts Health Commission in Hali
fax, Nova Scotia, shows that the death rate of that city has dropped 
in five years from 20.1 per hundred thousand in 1919 to 11.1 per 
hundred thousand in 1923 and that the work of the Commission has 
resulted in the saving of 550 baby lives and 1700 adult lives in the 
five year period.

In the care of tuberculosis, most of the provinces of Canada show 
a remarkable decrease in mortality in the last 20 years, but the public 
expense in the care of existing cases shows that a great deal requires 
to be done to lessen the financial burden in this regard. For example, 
let me point out that in Ontario, the institutional care of some 3000 
tuberculosis cases last year cost the provincial government $315,290. 
This represents about one-quarter of the actual cost of maintenance 
of these cases, and takes no account of interest on investment, nor 
cost of administration. In addition, the last report of the Mothers’ 
Allowances Board (1924) shows that there was paid in allowances 
on account of tuberculosis $226,000. This sum is 13 per cent, of all 
disbursements made by that body. Thus it will be seen that the large 
sum of about 1^2 millions of dollars is spent by the public of Ontario 
on the care of the indigent tuberculous. This bill will gradually in
crease from year to year unless means are provided whereby this 
infection may be controlled.

The cardinal principle in the control of tuberculosis is the discov
ery and treatment of early cases and segregation of advanced ones. 
This is a task beyond the power of any provincial government, and 
must, to be effective and economical, be the duty of competent local 
authority. The part-time system provides no satisfactory solution 
of this or indeed of any, public health problem. ,

On the other hand, the experience of full-time health organiza
tions shows that under such control public health work is advanced in 
a remarkable degree. Public utilities such as pure water, sewage 
disposal, satisfactory disposal of waste and garbage, and clean milk, 
are soon provided; the infant mortality, the tuberculosis and typhoid 
mortality are rapidly diminished; inspection of school children is sat-



isfactorily carried on and the entire community under such control, 
benefits to a large degree both physically and financially. In prov
inces where the rural areas are divided into small municipalities like 
townships, and in the small towns, such units are financially unable 
to bear the burden of a full-time health service. Under such cir
cumstances the logical course is to consolidate a number of such 
units for public health work, taking for this purpose the county or 
part of a county with its small urban municipalities. This is exactly 
what is being done in Great Britain and in the United States. In 
England the consolidated communities are called “combined areas.” 
In the United States the county is the usual unit. In the former 
country considerable advance has been made in this direction, and in 
the United States, the number of counties organized in this manner 
has increased from 4 in 1914 to over 260 (1924).

More is necessary for the successful operation of a county or 
combined area scheme than a full-time properly qualified medical offi
cer, although this attainment is a long step in advance. There must 
be a satisfactory budget for expenses so that public health nurses may 
be employed in the follow-up work of medical inspection of schools 
and general community service. Sanitary Inspectors are needed for 
the supervision of milk supplies and other purposes, and certain 
clerical assistance is necessary. The basis for the determination of 
a budget is usually placed at 71c per head of population. In order 
that the county or “combined area” may be assured of the proper 
qualifications of the medical officer of health, the central authority 
should contribute towards his salary and make the qualifications of 
the medical officer of health a condition of such contribution and 
further, some security of tenure in his office should be guaranteed. 
In England the Ministry of Health pays one-half the salary of full
time medical officers of health.

There is little hope of any but the larger cities voluntarily adopt
ing a plan of this kind. Where the scheme of municipal health or
ganization is in operation, as it is in Ontario, the local authorities are 
apparently satisfied with it for the reason that they know of nothing 
better. They regard the quarantine of communicable disease the 
beginning and end of the duties of the medical officer of health. 
The only way to instruct local governments in the value of a compe
tent health organization is by practical demonstration extending over 
a period of three or five years in suitable counties or combined areas. 
Ordinarily such demonstrations for a chiefly rural area will cost
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$10,000 a year. The funds might be secured from the joint contri
bution of central government, local area and perhaps some private 
source. There is nothing like successful demonstration of work of 
the kind to convince the public of its value.

Whether or not these remarks apply with equal force to provinces 
other than Ontario, other members of the Conference will be more 
competent to say, but there is rto doubt that in respect to my own 
province, the weakest spot in our public health organization is the 
part-time plan, and our greatest need is, to have that plan replaced 
by a full-time service.

The matter is brought to the attention of this Conference for the 
reason that in the inauguration of such a plan enabling legislation is 
required „ to consolidate municipal units into county or combined 
areas for public health purposes. This being done, public opinion 
and the assistance of the medical profession are necessary in its 
successful operation.

It is hoped therefore that the Conference will fully discuss this 
question, and if the subject meets with the approval of the members 
that they will give it their approval and valued assistance.



EDITORIAL

Priest and Physician, Nurse and Social Worker

A gratifying and outstanding feature of twentieth century 
thought is the greater emphasis of the spiritual and the social. The 
inter-relation of body, mind and spirit is perhaps better realized than 
ever before, and all the world is thinking in terms of social service.

These truths play an important part in a sound and healthy 
development of the technique of the ministry of healing, as practiced 
alike in the homes of the people and in our hospitals. Priest and 
physician, nurse and social worker, all have their part, and that an 
important one to play. The most effective results will be secured 
when the important part that each should play is fully recognized, 
and that part carefully co-ordinated with the work of the others. 
All alike have committed to them “the ministry of healing,” and 
complete success can only be secured by complete co-operation.

The minister of religion will in many cases aid those who come 
to him for spiritual advice by recommending amongst other things 
that they should also consult their family physician or perhaps a 
specialist Much spiritual depression is often connected with mental 
disease, and a healthy soul normally demands a healthy body through 
which to function. What the physician may describe as the re
cuperative power of Nature, the parson perhaps more wisely attri
butes directly to Nature’s God. To the sick the consolations of 
religion and the ministry of the Church, apart from distinctly and 
purely spiritual results (if  indeed the spiritual can ever be thought 
of as apart altogether from the material), bring that peace of mind, 
that hopefulness of outlook, that patience and perseverance, that 
good-will to all mankind, which are such important and well-recog
nized factors in a satisfactory return to normal health. The sensible 
clergyman will always avoid tiring the patient and will wish to work 
in closest co-operation with the medical man.

The wise physician, recognizing the influence of mind over 
matter, of the spiritual over the material, will always welcome, and 
will often advise, the ministries of the Church for his patient. Some 
mental worry, based on some unrepented and unforgiven sin, may 
often be at the base of slowness of physical recovery, while religion 
may be the one great tonic needed to elicit from the patient the will
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to recovery. Sympathetic co-operation between the priest and the 
physician is invaluable.

While the physician or surgeon is the head of the healing art, its 
hands are surely the gentle hands of the skilled nurse. The doctor 
prescribes, the nurse ministers the remedy. Here again the most 
complete and friendly co-operation and mutual understanding is 
essential to complete success. The nurse’s disposition, her character, 
her moral and spiritual make-up, are factors of the deepest moment 
in the patient’s recovery.

Theoretically the work of the nurse ends and that of the skilled 
social worker begins when the patient leaves the hospital or the sick 
room. In practice here again there must be the closest co-operation. 
We have long passed the time when chaplain or physician really 
imagined that the ministry of healing ended when the patient was 
discharged. Follow-up work to set the patient on his feet socially, 
to promote complete convalescence, and guard against a recurrence „ 
of sickness are recognized as essential. In this the clergyman and 
the social worker must co-operate, for there can be no complete 
physical, mental or moral rehabilitation without spiritual restoration. 
The skilled social worker will seek to gather all possible information 
about the patient from the physician, the nurse, and from the minister 
of religion, and then to co-operate with all in the process of social 
rehabilitation.

C. W. V ernon,

General Secretary of the Council for Social 
Service of the Church of England in Canada.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL SOCIAL 
WORKERS ANNUAL MEETING—DENVER, 

COLORADO, JUNE 8 TO 16, 1925

PROGRAM

MONDAY, JUNE 8
10:00 A. M.—Executive Committee Meeting, Shirley-Savoy Hotel.

TUESDAY, JUNE 9
10:00 A. M.—Business Meeting, Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Reports of 

Districts, Committees, etc.
2 :00 P. M.—Business Meeting, Shirley-Savoy Hotel.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
10:00 A. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Presidential Address. Speaker, 

Miss Mabel R. Wilson. “Follow-Up,” Miss Mary 
H. Combs, Director of Social Service, Brooklyn Hos
pital, Brooklyn, N. Y. Miss Helen L. Myrick, Or
ganizer of Psychiatric Social Work, Illinois Society 
for Mental Hygiene, Chicago, 111.

2 :00 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. “Some Social Deductions from 
Medical Diagnoses,” Miss Helen Beckley, Director of 
Social Service, Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, 111.

3 :30 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. “How Hospital and Commun
ity Workers Can Best Meet Their Mutual Problems,” 
Miss Ida M. Cannon, Director of Social Service, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass.

THURSDAY, JUNE 11
9 :00 A. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Section on Psychiatric Social 

Work. Business Meeting.
12:30 P. M.—Luncheon of Section on Psychiatric Social Work. 

Shirley-Savoy Hotel.
3 :00 P. M.—Round Table. “Some Problems of Therapeutic Re

lief.” Leader, Miss Deborah Barus, Director of 
Social Service, Union Hospital, Fall River, Mass.

2 :00 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Round Table. “The Functions
391
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of Hospital Social Service Committees.” Leader, 
Mrs. John E. Jennings, Chairman of Social Service 
Committee, Brooklyn Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.

3 :30 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Round Table. “Content of In
struction in Medical Social Work for Student 
Nurses.” Leader, Miss Mabel R. Wilson, Director of 
Social Service, Children’s Hospital, Boston, Mass.

2 :00 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Section on Psychiatric Social 
Work. Round Table. “The Use of Boarding Homes 
as a Part of Treatment in Psychiatric Social Work.” 
Leader, Miss Mary L. Whitehead, Institute for Juve
nile Research, Chicago, 111.

2 :00 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Section on Psychiatric Social
Work. Round Table. “The Co-operative Work of a 
Child Guidance Clinic with Other Welfare Agencies.” 
Leader, Miss Hester B. Crutcher, Chief Social Work
er, Child Guidance Clinic, Minneapolis, Minn.

5 :00 P. M.—Tea at Children’s Hospital.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
2 :00 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Section on Psychiatric Social 

Work. General Session. Dr. Lawson G. Lowrey, 
Director, Child Guidance Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio.

3 :30 P. M.—Shirley-Savoy Hotel. Prize Case Presentation.

MONDAY, JUNE 15
4 :00 P. M.—Central Presbyterian Church. “The Organization and 

Social Work of an Evening Cardiac Clinic, Bellevue 
Hospital, New York City,” Mrs. Paul-Smith, Social 
Service Department, Bellevue Hospital, New York 
City.

TUESDAY, JUNE 16
11:00 A. M.—Luncheon on Lookout Mountain.



NEWS NOTES

AN AMERICAN HEALTH CONGRESS

In order to give health workers from every part of the country a 
bird’s-eye view of the public health movement in its broadest aspects, 
the National Health Council at 370 Seventh Avenue, New York 
City, has planned for an American Health Congress to be held at 
Atlantic City during the week of May 17, 1926.

The leading authorities on each phase of the public health move
ment, such as tuberculosis, cancer, heart disease, blindness, social and 
mental hygiene, public health nursing, preventable diseases, and 
positive health education for both children and adults, will present 
the latest and most authoritative findings and programs for the 
solution of these problems.

The American Nurses Association, the National Organization for 
Public Health Nursing, and the National League of Nursing Edu
cation, will hold their regular biennial meeting during this same 
week at Atlantic City.

A new cottage, which is a memorial to the late Arthur and Susan 
Gillander, has been erected on the grounds of the Trudeau Sani
tarium, Saranac Lake. The cottage is for self-supporting women 
who are suffering from incipient tuberculosis.

The Prudential Life Insurance Company of Newark, N. J., now 
maintains a longevity service. The purpose of this service is to co
operate fully with the medical profession and offer practicing phy
sicians the use of laboratory facilities. Health examinations are 
given once a year to those who are apparently in good health. To 
those who need more careful attention examinations are given as 
often as the case requires.

The United States Public Health Service reports that 363,063 
cases of venereal disease were reported in 1924. The report shows 
an increase of 27,382 cases, or 7.2 per cent. The reported increase 
is not so alarming as appears on the surface; the report goes on to
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show that there is greater efficiency in diagnosing such maladies and 
more conscientious reporting of cases on the part of private phy
sicians.

The Newark, N. J., City Hospital is building an annex which 
will be used as a convalescent hospital for those who need care, but 
very little medical attention.

Cornell University has made a rule that all students entering the 
college beginning with the fall term of this year must be vaccinated 
against smallpox.

India is to celebrate its second National Baby Week in 1925. 
Last year’s baby week achieved a success which exceeded the most 
sanguine hopes of its founder, the Countess of Reading; every 
Province of India and seventy-four Indian States took part in its 
celebration.—W orld’s  Children.

The U. S. Department of Labor, Children’s Bureau, makes the 
following interesting announcement:

“A miniature model of a five-acre playground for city children 
has been constructed for the Children’s Bureau of the U. S. Depart
ment of Labor and was displayed as part of the bureau’s exhibit 
at the International Council of Women, meeting in Washington this 
Spring. The model, planned by the Recreation Expert of the Chil
dren’s Bureau, is an exact reproduction to scale of a playground 
adequately equipped for daily use by approximately three hundred 
boys and girls. It contains a miniature swimming pool, a shelter 
house, two tennis courts, a basketball court, a large baseball diamond, 
a smaller diamond, a wading pool for little children, seats for the 
story hour, swings, ladders, flying rings, sand boxes and all other 
needed equipment. The model is on permanent display at the Chil
dren’s Bureau in Washington, and will be available for loan to 
important child-welfare conferences or exhibitions.”

The entire Committee and Staff of the Broad Street Hospital 
Social Service Department have left that institution and have taken 
over the social service work of the Beekman Street Hospital.



Over 4,000 midwives have been registered in the State of Georgia. 
This has been made compulsory by the State Division of Child 
Hygiene, as it was found that one-third (nearly 23,000) of the 
infants born were not attended at birth by a physician. In addition 
to registration it is compulsory for the midwives to take a course of 
instruction.
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The educational building of the New York Association for the 
Blind, will be replaced by a new and larger building, which will be 
modeled after the present and original lighthouse.

The New York City Department of Health announces the re
moval of the Bronx Wasserman Clinic to the borough central office, 
464 East Tremont Street.

An increased number of adoptions of children is reported by the 
Oregon Child-Welfare Commission, charged with investigating all 
adoption petitions. Nine hundred and ninety-five petitions were in
vestigated during a two-and-a-half year period ending last September. 
Of this number nine hundred were recommended for approval.— 
W orld’s  Children.

Through the efforts of the National Committee for the Prevention 
of Blindness and the Clinton Neighborhood Conference, a new eye 
clinic for pre-school children has been opened at Hartley House, 
413 West Forty-sixth Street, New York.

MINNESOTA’S SMALLPOX EXPERIENCE 
The Minnesota law requiring vaccination was repealed in 1903. 

In the twenty-one subsequent years (1903-1923) there were 60,841 
cases of smallpox with 289 deaths. In 1917 malignant smallpox was 
introduced into the State but strict quarantine and general vaccination 
effectually checked its spread. In January, 1924, malignant smallpox 
was again introduced and during this year 3,115 cases occurred, re
sulting in 307 deaths.

Of the 307 fatal cases in 1924 none had been successfully vacci
nated within seven years; 47 had been successfully vaccinated over 
seven years ago; 243 had never been successfully vaccinated; and 
17 were unable to give a definite history of vaccination.
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Since compulsory vaccination is prohibited by law in Minnesota 
and unvaccinated persons can only be legally excluded from school 
when smallpox is declared epidemic, the State Board of Health 
adopted a resolution on November 15, 1924, declaring the disease 
epidemic. Local boards of health were authorized to arrange for 
free voluntary vaccination of all inhabitants. However, many per
sons did not respond to the vaccination warning issued by health 
officers and in January, 1925, there were 346 cases and 99 deaths 
throughout the State, 207 cases and 81 deaths occurring in Minne
apolis alone.

“How many more people must die from smallpox before the 
lesson of vaccination and revaccination will be learned and prac
ticed?”—Minnesota’s Experience with Smallpox of the Malignant 
Type. Issued by Minnesota State Board of Health, February 5, 
1925.—Am. Jou r. P ub lic H ealth.

One of the outstanding winter activities of the Kiwanis Boys’ 
Club of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, was standing sponsor for boys 
paroled by the Juvenile Court. Of the twenty-seven boys so super
vised none re-appeared in court for misconduct.

The Division of Venereal Diseases of the New York State 
Department of Health has been changed and will in future be known 
as the Division of Social Hygiene.

The Vermont Legislature has voted to accept the provisions of 
the Federal Maternity and Infancy Act.

It is planned to establish a psychiatric clinic at Sing Sing to 
examine and study prisoners as they enter.

Annual examination of school children was begun for the first 
time in Panama and the Canal Zone last October. The schools now 
have the services of a full-time nurse. Each child receives a 
thorough examination, is weighed and measured, and then referred 
to specialists for examination of eyes, ears, nose, throat, lungs and 
heart.—W orld’s  Children.

Two child welfare centres organized by the Siamese Red Cross



have been supplemented by a school for the training of public health 
nurses.
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The Bowling Green Neighborhood Association, New York City, 
is to erect a building at 107 Washington Street.

Whooping cough causes a greater number of deaths in Denmark 
than any other infectious disease. Danish physicians and scientists 
therefore have devoted much time to the study of this disease. Dr. 
Thorwald Madsen, of the Danish Serotherapeutic Institute, stated 
that the institute has perfected a means of establishing a diagnosis 
of the disease in its early stages. Its studies have also shown that 
after five or six weeks practically no whooping cough bacilli are 
found. As a result Danish children are now kept from school only 
four weeks after the beginning of the spasmodic cough. A whooping 
cough serum was found to have little preventive effect, but vacci
nation was found to lighten the infection and decrease the mortality 
to a considerable degree.—W orld’s  Children.

A pre-school age clinic has been established in Freeport, L. I., by 
the Social and Welfare Committee of the Freeport Lodge of Elks.

A clinic for the correction of speech defects has been established 
in the Washington Square Building of New York University. It 
will be in charge of the university’s department in public speaking, 
and will undertake to treat all speech defects of whatever origin, 
from a provincial accent to serious cases of neurotic type and those 
requiring surgical intervention. The clinic will be open Fridays 
from 6 to 8 p. m.

The milkman in Nome, Alaska, does not need to worry about 
spilling his milk. He calls from house to house and delivers a block 
of frozen reindeer milk or cream equal to a pint or a quart. A white 
cord frozen into the block of milk serves as a handle to facilitate 
delivering. The blocks of milk and cream are tastily wrapped in 
oiled paper looking for all the world like ice cream.—Am. Jou r . Pub. 
Health.

The State of New York contains about 10.7 per cent, of the
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white population of the United States, and 16.7 per cent, of the 
insane in institutions in the United States. Dr. Spencer L. Dawes, 
chairman, Interstate Conference on Immigration, says that 27.2 per 
cent, of New York’s population is foreign born, and that 43.1 per 
cent, of the inmates of State institutions for the insane come from 
this class. There are in New York more than 41,000 insane in public 
institutions, and of these more than 25 per cent, are aliens and 43.1 
per cent, foreign born. In other words, Dr. Dawes continues, the 
State is supporting more than 10,000 non-citizens, most of whorp 
should never have been admitted to the United States.

A mental hygiene clinic, under the direction of the State Board 
of Mental Hygiene, has been established at Hagerstown, Md.

The Bureau of Mental Health, Pennsylvania Department of Wel
fare, Harrisburg, has established two additional mental clinics.

The Board of Estimate, New York City, has voted to expend the 
sum of $2,660,000 for the improvement of the city hospitals.

The Bulletin of the American Hospital Association makes note 
of the benefits derived by the hospitals as a result of the observance 
of National Hospital Day:

Brought many candidates to the nurses’ schools.
Won new workers and supporters for hospitals among club 

women, wealthy citizens, business and professional men.
Served to crystallize sentiment for a public campaign for funds 

which previously had been put off because of fear of indifference 
in the community.

Gained new prestige for the hospital among newspapers and 
influential organizations.

Developed a real spirit of friendliness and co-operation among 
all the hospitals in a community.

Brought attention to the importance of hospitals to the public of 
the United States and Canada through public endorsements of 
National Hospital Day by national, state, provincial and local author
ities, and leaders in business, religious and professional life.

Resulted in special gifts from community organizations, women’s 
clubs, etc.
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Brought endowments to the hospital through the interest result

ing from visits to institutions by those seeking worthy charities.

A charter has been granted by the State Board of Regents to the 
new Training School for Jewish Social and Welfare Workers. The 
school, which will be supported by the Federation of Jewish Charities 
and the National Conference of Jewish Social Workers, will be 
located at 210 West Ninety-first Street. A number of scholarships 
and fellowships will be available.

The American Legion is seeking to raise an endowment fund of 
$5,000,000 to carry on the work for the rehabilitation of disabled 
ex-service men and child welfare.

The new Sydenham Hospital, Manhattan Avenue and 123rd 
Street, New York City, is under construction.

A Nurses’ Institute will be held at the University of Washington 
in July. Miss Cecelia Evens will lecture on public health nursing 
and Miss Mary C. Wheeler will cover nursing education.

In Spain a royal decree provides for the establishment of a 
national commission on deaf mutes and blind persons. It will be the 
function of this commission to propose measures for the improve
ment of the health, education and general condition of deaf mute 
and blind children, to take a census of such children of school age, 
and to exercise supervision over them after they leave school. An
other royal decree makes provision for a national commission on 
mental defectives.—W orld ’s  Children.

Dr. C. E. A. Winslow, of Yale University, who at the request of 
Mrs. Biggs will write a biography of the late Dr. Hermann M. 
Biggs, will be grateful for copies of correspondence or other material 
relating to the life and work of Dr. Biggs.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, through the Depart
ment of Biology and Public Health, is this year expanding its sum
mer course in Public Health and Health Education. A very interest
ing program has been outlined and credits for the courses will be 
given.
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The offices of the New York Big Brother Movement, Inc., are 
now located at 315 Fourth Avenue.

Factory work by mothers raises baby death rates, according to a 
study made in Lille, an important industrial center of France. Among 
babies of mothers working in factories twenty-three per cent died 
before the end of the first year, compared with a death rate of nine 
per cent for babies of mothers working at home.—W orld’s  Children.

COMING MEETINGS
International Catholic Guild of Nurses, Spring Bank, Wis., May 

24 to June 6.
National Conference of Social Work, Denver, Colo, June 10-17. 
National Tuberculosis Association, Minneapolis, Minn., June 

15-20.
International Conference on Social Work, Paris, France, July. 
The International Conference of Nurses, Helsingfors, Finland,

July.
The International Conference on Child Welfare, Geneva, Switzer

land, August 24-28.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
William H. Matthews, Director of Family Welfare Department, 

New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor, 
has just published an appeal in the form of a charming descriptive 
story of “Sunset Lodge,” a summer rest home maintained by the 
A. I. C. P. for lonely old people who have come “near to the end of 
the way.” The old friends of the Association are quaint, humorous, 
pathetic and very human, just every-day folks who, finding rest and 
peace, live over the happy days of long ago.

One very old man who had been watching a bird’s nest asked if 
he might stay a week longer until the eggs were hatched, because he 
hadn’t seen one since he was “a little feller in the country.” The 
cost of providing this happiness for one old man or woman is 
approximately one dollar per day, $30.00 per month, $120.00 from 
June 1st to September 30th.
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The U. S. Department of Labor, Children’s Bureau, has issued 
an interesting bulletin, “Child Management,” by Dr. D. A. Thom, 
organizer of the “habit clinics” for children in Boston, Mass. The 
bulletin is couched in simple English and can be readily understood 

-  by the average parent. Dr. Thom warns against negative suggestions 
and turns the tables by giving a list of dont’s for parents.

The U. S. Department of Labor has ready for distribution two 
interesting bulletins of the Women’s Bureau: “Family Status of 
Bread-winning Women in Four Selected Cities,” Bui. No. 41, and 
“List of References on Minimum Wage for Women in the United 
States and Canada,” Bui. No. 42.

The Hospital Library and Service Bureau, 22 East Ontario 
Street, Chicago, 111., has issued a very interesting report on a country
wide informal study of the educational facilities for colored nurses 
and their use in hospital, visiting and public health nursing. It is 
interesting to note that fifty-eight schools for nursing admit colored 
students. The general summary is clear, concise and contains valu
able data for those interested in the training and placing of colored 
workers.

The Associated Out-Patient Clinics, 17 West 43rd Street, New 
York City, and the Kings County Medical Society, 1313 Bedford 
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., have issued very interesting folders on 
“The Dispensary—Its Place and Its Service,” and “Needs and 
Standards of Out-Patient Service.” These folders have been given 
wide circulation among hospital trustees and physicians in Brooklyn 
and New York.

BOOK REVIEW
“Family Welfare Work in a Metropolitan Community,” Soph- 

ronisba P. Breckinridge, University of Chicago Press.
Students and practitioners in the field of social work are indebted 

to the Graduate School of Administration of the University of 
Chicago for publishing “Family Welfare Work in a Metropolitan 
Community,” by Sophronisba P. Breckinridge, associate professor 
of social economy of that institution. This book meets a very real
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need. Schools of social work have long experienced a real difficulty 
in attempting to furnish their students with authentic and typical 
case records, so essential to adequate training in social case work. 
The difficulty of securing source material of this kind is due to two 
factors. Family welfare agencies regard it as both illegal and un
ethical to allow students access to the intimate details of the family 
life of their clients because of the extremely confidential nature of 
this relationship. Moreover, social agencies are reluctant to allow 
any given set of records to be used as representative of their stand
ards of work. Standards and quality of work are constantly improv
ing, so that it would be most unfortunate if old records which reflect 
earlier and unsatisfactory standards are to be regarded as typical of 
the work which is now being done or which will be done in the future. 
Miss Breckinridge has guarded against both these difficulties in the 
compilation she has made.

We have here forty-two family case records selected from the 
various family welfare agencies in Chicago. These are divided into 
eight sections covering the leading types of social problems which 
case workers are likely to encounter in their daily work. The sub
divisions are as follows: (1 ) Co-operation with medical agencies; 
(2 ) Problems of insanity and feeble-mindedness and co-operation 
with public welfare agencies and institutions; (3) Problems of “non
residence” or of inadequate adjustment to the community; (4 ) The 
widow with small children; (5 ) The deserted family; (6 ) The un
married mother; (7 ) Industrial injury, and (8) Childhood and old 
age.

The narrative material of these case records is recorded in great 
detail. For administrative purposes, a great deal of the material is 
redundent and tends rather to obscure the problem at stake, the plan 
made by the agency and the service actually rendered. For the pur
pose which the compiler had in mind, however, this prolixity has a 
decided advantage, for it furnishes the reader with an adequate back
ground and setting for the problems presented. Indeed many of the 
pages in this book read like a piece of modern realistic fiction and 
have an emotional coloring which is lacking in more condensed 
accounts.

One wishes, however, that a brief summary statement had been 
appended to some of the longer records in which the problem, plan 
and services might be succinctly presented—these are lost in many 
cases in the lengthy narratives. In this connection it might be pointed

Book Reviews
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out that some of the leading family welfare agencies are now using 
a family summary card in which problems and services are summa
rized and codified so that a rapid running commentary is kept of all 
cases which readily lends itself to statistical compilation.

But these records do much more than give the reader a back
ground for leading family problems; they reveal also the interplay 
of social forces with which the case worker must become familiar if 
she is to do intelligent family welfare work. For example, in the 
first section, the reader becomes familiar with the procedure neces
sary for securing adequate diagnoses from hospitals and dispensaries, 
for interpreting these findings to the family and for securing from 
existing agencies the necessary treatment. Similarly in the sections 
dealing with the deserted family, children born out of wedlock and 
with the problem of placing out children for adoption, the necessary 
legal procedure and the procedure for securing the co-operation of 
proper agencies are clearly presented. Moreover, the author has 
provided in the appendix a transcript of certain statutes of the State 
of Illinois, such as the Poor Farm, Commitment of Lunatics, Divorce 
Laws and Workmen’s Compensation Laws which have a bearing on 
many family problems. Their inclusion in this volume is a great 
convenience, for such material is not always readily available for the 
busy case worker. In the appendix are also given certain special 
studies which have a direct bearing on certain problems presented 
by the case records.

This volume in no way takes the place of standard text-books 
which deal with the technique of social case-work by such recognized 
authorities as Devine, Richmond, Colcord and Warner. It will serve, 
however, as a valuable supplement and as such we predict it will soon 
become indispensable.

J ohn C. Gebhart.

ABSTRACTS
“Policewomanship — A Possible and Logical Profession for 

Nurses,” M. E. Hamilton. In terna t. Council o f  N urses, Bui., 1925, 
V., 35. The author points out to social workers, business women, 
industrial workers and nurses, the possibilities for real service in the 
policewoman’s field of work. A good policewoman must be a trained 
worker and fitted by education and experience to act with reason and
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judgment. The nurse with her medical knowledge is eminently 
fitted for this work. Many of the cases which come under the care 
of a policewoman are suffering from disease, degenerate, feeble
minded, insane. A nurse’s training enables her to recognize misfits 
and teaches her how to deal with them. The author notes the fact 
that fifty years ago the nursing profession was in its infancy, while 
today there is no field of social service or health activity in which the 
nurse does not play an active part either as field worker or in exec
utive capacity. Policewomanship with its high ideals of crime pre
vention and protection, offers every opportunity for social service.

The Policewoman’s Crime Prevention Program, which was formu
lated at the National Conference of Women at Southport, England, 
is as follows: (1) We are fighting ignorance; (2 ) We are waging a 
war against degeneracy; (3 ) We advocate institutional care for the 
insane and feeble-minded; (4 )We advocate proper detention quarters 
for non-offenders; (5 ) We are working for universal foot-printing 
of babies at birth and finger-printing of mothers at that time, as a 
permanent means of identification and prevention of the crime of 
infanticide, abandonment and kidnapping; (6 ) We lend our pro
tection to the unmarried mother in order that she and her child may 
be saved for society rather than swell the ranks of social outcasts, 
the easy victims of crime.

The above program opens up a broad field and one is inclined to 
believe with the author that the trained nurse and the medical social 
worker is the logical person for this important humanitarian work.

“Medical and Nursing Service in Industrial Plants,” O. Dowling. 
Amer. Jou r . Pub. H ealth, 1925, XV, 141. The physician’s duty is 
to see that working conditions are according to recognized health 
standards and to guard against industrial hazards. He can be instru
mental in protecting the employees against the insidious influences 
of community life that exist in crowded manufacturing districts. If 
given free scope by the company he can do much in promoting har
mony by planning and supervising the needed recreation of the 
employees. In this way he will not only serve the workers but will 
render valuable service to his firm. Where men are contented there 
is little discord, and strikes, which are so disastrous to industry and 
welfare of the people, are avoided. The nurse, also dependent on 
conditions for successful work, finds her greatest field of activity in 
the homes, where the friendly, close contact with the home life of the



employee frequently gives a clue to unhygienic conditions, which are 
not only conducive to ill-health in the family, but lessen the efficiency 
of the worker.
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“The Aims and Program of Social Hygiene,” M. J. Exner. Pub. 
H ealth N urse, 1925, XVII, 175. In this country leaders in social 
hygiene are striving to solve sex social problems in all of their 
destructive and constructive phases. This involves the study of sex 
education, sex social relations, use of leisure, eugenics, marriage, 
divorce, prostitution, sex delinquency and other forms of sex mal
adjustment. Education which will give a better understanding of 
the physical, emotional and social aspects of sex is the keynote to the 
situation. The general public is in need of education and the rising 
generation should be taught the holiness and dignity of sex life. The 
author does not consider it wise to teach sex hygiene as a separate, 
isolated subject but advocates that it be so closely interwoven in the 
scheme of things that the young child absorbs healthy ideas and is 
prepared for the great truths of life. In the first years of life the 
home is naturally the place where the child should receive first infor
mation ; the schools should then take up the work of teaching the 
scientific facts; the universities and colleges must go further and so 
instruct and interpret sex that the students may be able to use the 
knowledge both as a basis for immediate adjustment and in prepa
ration for marriage, parenthood and citizenship. It is important for 
communities to take note of their amusement places and make it 
possible for youth to find wholesome recreation. Educational and 
environmental measures should go hand in hand if the younger 
generation is to be safeguarded against disease and to grow up with 
a clean, wholesome idea of sex and sex life and what it means to 
succeeding generations.

“Sight Saving Classes,” W. Hathaway. Pub. H ealth N urse, 
1925, XVII, 185. For many years educational advantages have been 
offered to both normally sighted and blind children, but it is a com
paratively short time since educators awakened to the fact that there 
were many children whose vision was too good to be classed as sight
less, and too poor to do class-room work with children of normal 
vision. Three courses were open to the child thus handicapped: 
(1 ) To strive to keep up with the normally sighted children. (2 ) To 
enter a school for the blind. (3 ) To be deprived of all educational
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advantages. To keep abreast of normal children was impossible for 
the child with a marked defective vision, and in a school for the blind 
he was in an abnormal position to the detriment of the pupils who 
rightfully belonged in a school especially adapted for their needs. 
In 1909, Edward B. Allen, Superintendent of Perkins Institute, went 
to England to make a study of the classes established there for chil
dren with serious defects of vision. In 1913 the first sight conser
vation class was opened in Boston. At the beginning of the school 
term, February, 1925, there were 207 such classes in fifty-seven 
American cities. The school nurse is responsible for referring cases 
to the physician, who in turn recommends the special class. The 
author considers ten cases of marked defective vision warrants the 
establishment of these classes, which are equipped in every detail to 
meet the requirements of the children and conserve their eyesight. 
The result has been beneficial to both pupils and regular class teachers 
who are relieved of the necessity of devoting extra time to these 
handicapped children to the detriment of other members of the class. 
The sight conservation class helps the child to overcome his handicap 
and prepares him for a useful, independent life.

“The New Zealand School Dental Scheme,” T. A. Hunter. M ed. 
O fficer, 1925, VI, 51. An interesting account of how New Zealand 
is coping with the problem of dental caries in school children. Ex
amination showed that ninety per cent of the pupils needed dental 
care. For various economic reasons it was impossible to provide 
adequate care for the large number of children needing treatment. 
The government took the matter in hand and trained young women 
to do the work. These nurses, officers of the Health Department, 
are required to take a very thorough scientific course which covers 
a period of two years. In order to obtain the best results in the 
shortest time for the greatest number, attention was centered on 
children in the primary grades. As the children are very young 
there is little need for advanced dental surgery. The dental nurses 
treat and fill deciduous teeth, teach oral hygiene and work on prophy
lactic lines. Through this procedure it has been possible to get the 
schools dentally clean in a shorter time than by other methods. The 
work of the first class graduated has been so successful and results 
so satisfactory that local authorities are seeking to expand the service. 
The following summary of operations performed by the twenty-three 
dental nurses in the course of eleven months is interesting: Fillings,



31,775; extractions, 24,362; minor operations, 11,542; total oper
ations, 67,679. These figures do not include treatment performed 
by qualified dental surgeons. From a psychological standpoint 
Hunter considers these well-trained nurses better qualified to treat 
children than young men fresh from college with no special experi
ence or practice.
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“Controlling Drug Addiction,” L. Kolb. H ygeia , 1925, III, 201. 
About thirty years ago members of the medical and pharmaceutical 
professions warned against the indiscriminate selling and taking of 
narcotic drugs. The war has been waged steadily and with excellent 
results but there is much to be accomplished. A recent report of the 
U. S. Public Health Service shows the ratio of drug addiction has 
decreased from approximately one in every 315 of the population in 
1900, to one in every 900 at the present time. The author points out 
the many obstacles in restricting the sale and consumption of nar
cotics and sounds a warning to parents to keep a watchful eye on 
their growing children and their companions, and to direct their 
activities along healthful lines until they are old enough to realize 
their social responsibility.

“The Health of the Worker,” L. K. Frankel. H ygeia , 1925, III, 
217. In the days of our forebears man’s workshop was in the home 
or the great out-of-doors. With the invention of machinery the 
situation changed; factories were built and workers were exposed 
to the dangers of unhygienic surroundings, crowded conditions, and 
fatigued by long working hours. No attention was paid to these 
evils. It was all new and the people knew nothing about health laws 
as we understand them today. Various diseases directly traceable to 
industrial conditions resulted. In the last twenty years enormous 
strides have been made in safeguarding the life and health of the 
worker. Employers realize that it is necessary to protect employees, 
not alone from an altruistic motive but for the more material reason 
—greater efficiency on the part of the worker and increased pro
duction. The employer of today is concerned for the well-being of 
his employee and takes every precaution to safeguard his health. 
The modern system, highly developed and producing greater financial 
returns to employer and employee, has a tendency to react harmfully 
on the worker through the monotony of specialized piece work. 
Shorter hours are advocated in order that the worker may have time



for necessary leisure and recreation to restore his balance. Serving 
wholesome and w'tll-cooked food, and periodic health examination do 
much to keep the worker physically fit. The author stresses the need 
of a recognition of the individual’s responsibility for his own and 
community health.
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